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NEWFOUNDLAND COASTAL SCENES
DE~ARTMENT OF MINES AND RESOURCES
CONSERVATION
Leavmg rubbish about th~ country is an Insult to Nalu,'e and to one's fellow
men. It is an indecent thing. A wrong thing. It is an offence against Society
With the opening of new roads and the expansion of settlements and towns, the
problem of waste matenal disposal and pollution has grown to such an extent as
to warrant immediate control measures.
The attention of the public l.S therefore drawn to the followIng provisions of the
Waste Material Disposal Act, No. 13 of 19$6.
The Minister or Mmes and Resources may. by Order, declare
which he defines in the order to be a Dumping Area
No person shall dump Waste Material in any place other than a Dumpmg
Area or place set aside under another Act for the dumping of Waste
Material
The owner or occupier of private land may, in accordance with a Permit
issued by the Minister, dump Waste Material on that part of his land defined
in the Permit.
A Dumping Area shall be used only for the dumping of Waste Material
No person shall remove Waste Material from a Dumping Area except with
the wriUen permission of the Minister or some other person whom the
Minister may authorize to give that permission
Department of Mines and Resources
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could have a permanent respository and a staff, not nec-
essarily large, where information and assistance could
be given to the local branches and where historic
material could be preserved and made available to any-
one interested. Such a place would be a gold mine for
our journalists and writers to develop a native literature
and tourists and others could be supplied with informa-
lion about our historic past.
We have an Imposin( number of firsts in our island
and information, real authentic information about them
should be disseminated to the children as somethin( of
which they can be proud.
Once the Trans-island hiahway is finished no one
doubts that our tourist traffic wiD increase tremendous-
ly, and other province1l have found that the historic sites
are amana the greatest attractions to tourists. ShOUld
we not then, even from a mercanary point of view
wake up to what the possibil.ities are and begin a~
aggressive policy with regard to our historic sites.
If the Provincial Government would set aside a mod..
est grant annually it would provide a strong incentive
for a more aggressive policy. This grant could be ad_
ministered by the parent Historical Society and Would
thus ensure that the money would be used in the best
interest of the community and the province. As part of
a Jong-range programme, part of this fund could be used
to establish a permanent headquarters which Would
preserve irreplaceable records of our historic past.
Surely the oldest province cannot alford to see the,e
old landmarks disappear!
THE CULLING BOARD
By A. R. SCAMMELL
JIM PARSONS wiped h15 salty, sticky hands on hisoverall jacket and walked to the business office
of the North Trading Company. He was wondering
why the mana,er, Mr. Stone had sent the office boy
down for hIm.
"Hope he don't keep me to Ion,." thought Jim. ''Mark
and the boys are waitin, for them two hogsheads of
salt."
Mr. Stone, a tall ,reyin( man of fifty, looked up
from his desk as Jim knocked on the office door and
entered.
"Oh, glad to see you Parsom. Take a chair, I'll be
free in a moment. Like to alance over these Even-
ing Telegrams while you're waitin,. They just came
Ill."
While Jim was readin" the older man sized him up
What he saw pleased him. Apart from the strong,
lithe body there was in the young fisherman's S<luarely
cut face and keen, direct look a promise of confidence
and power. Here was a lad of spirit.
He spoke. "Jim, I hear you're a good hand at culling
fish."
"0, I dunno, sir. Father showed me something
about it before he died a few years ago. He used to
be culler on Strickland's room across the harbour. I
daresay there's lots of men around here ean pick 'em out
liS good as 1 ean or better."
"That may be. But none of them seems to relish
the job of culling for me here on this room. 'Tis not
an easy job I know. CaUs for guts and decision. But
there's a job for you Parsons if you want it, in about
a week's time when the trap fish starts to come in. How
about it?
Jim took his time about answering. This needed
weighin,. He balanced the pros and com in his mind
lIS he rolled a Tar,et diarette. Culling was not a very
popular job as Mr. Stone had said. The fishermen
didn't always look kindly on the man who sometimes
threw out half their catch as No.2, or worse still,
~ullage, the lowest ,rade of all Also, he was youn,
for the job. Generally an older man was chosen, of
mature judgment and with some established position in
the community. But a fellow bad to start somewhere
to try and better himself. It would mean much wages
for two or 3 months and his mother wouldn't have to
s.Iave on the flake all the faU makin& his fish. She
wasn't strona: enouah for that anyway now.
"All riiht. Mr. Stone. I'll take the job. Let me
know when you want me."
"Good. You needn't say anything about this yet, ex-
cept to your own family. Harry Bolton is not going
to like it any too well, havill, another culler on the
room and a youn, chap at thaL But I can't alford to
let that influence me. I've warned him for years that
unless he cuts down on the drink, he'd be fired. 1
con't want to get rid of him unless I have to. He's
been with us a lon, time. But there'll be work enough
for two cullers this lall and I want one that 1 ean de-
pend on absolutely."
Jim nodded. This job wasn't goini to be easy. He'd
not only have to try and ,et alona with Harry, but
he'd also have to convince Mary that he wasn't after
her father's job.
He told Mark, his older brother about it when the)'
were takin, up the salt over the stagehead in water-
buckets. Mark wasn't impressed.
"1 think you'd do just as well handlining this lall
There's going to be lots of bait now that new freezer
is here. What's the big idea breaking up the crew
like this?"
Jim was nettled. "What's eatin' you? Can't J make up
my own mind if I take the job or not? Maybe you
want it."
"Not me, boy. J wouldn't have it as a gilt. I don't
relish havin' half the men in the place after my scalp.
Besides, Jim you're too youn,. You'll have to watch
that temper of yours. Chaps like Bill Pratt can be
pretty ugly if they don't like the cull."
Jim swung the last bucket of salt to the stagehead
as easily as if it were empty. "Bill Pratt or Jack
Spratt, what's the difference? If they try to fighten me,
I'll eull the men from the boys just the same as I'll
cull the No. I from the West Indee cullage."
Mark irinned. "It"s not courage or strength you're
lackin'. It's tact. You'll have to cull the fish fair to
both merchant and fishermen but if the boys get riled,
they'll ship their catches to other merchants. Stone
don't want that.'·
Jim ran into trouble the first day at his new job. He
was eulling Ned Perry's fish and most of it was
running No.2 and cullaie_ Old Ned didn't like it and
he let Jim know in no uncertain terms.
"Say, me youn( ,alter, where did you learn to cull!"
Ned had a squeaky voice and when he ,at worked up
it jumped about an octave.
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Instead of laughing that off as Harry Bolton would
have done Jim started backchattin' him.
"Learnt by usin' my eYe!! same as anybody else
Where did you learn to make this brand of cod?"
That was a mutake. Ned plumped another yaffel
(armful) of fish on the culling board. "You're heavin'
out too many cullage. I'm not standin' by and watchin'
a greenhorn erucify my fish like this."
That word "~nhorn" stuclt into Jim. He threw
llsb after fish into the cullage pile. hardly bothering to
look at the faces. Ned let out a tortured yell.
''What', wrong wi' me. that', what I want to know.
As pretty a batch of fish as I ever took off my flake.
What do you say, boys'" He turned to his two burly
sons down in the boat for support, his crinkled little
eyes snapping with rage. Seated on the fish bulk in
the midshiproom, U~y roared assent.
Jim thought, "They're tryin' to scare me because I'm
tlew at this game. He grabbed Perry by the arm
and turned a few ot the dried cod back up on the
culling board.
"Look here, see thia? Every one sunburnt on the
backs." He showed where they had I)e(on split with too
much sun. "Now. tell me I don't know a cullage fish
when I see one," He spoke through clenched teeth.
Ned threw the culled fish down into the motorboat.
He shook a gnarled fist in Jim's face.
"That's all you'll cull for me lor a spell. me young
bucko. 1"11 see if I can't get a fairer deal aeroes the
!'arbour at Penny's. Untie the painter there, Joe, let's
get out of here."
The boat', 10 horsepower roared an indignant stac-
cato. and as she picked up speed leaving the wharf
stiU loaded, there was a flurry of talk from the other
shippers.
"Old Ned didn't like the cull." "Parsons gave him
SGme chat and he cleaned the culling board and left.
Stone's not going to like that, Ned was one of his best
dealers." Jim could hear most of it and his ean burned
"Next boat haul in alongside; he shouted, trying to
Itet'p the tension out of his voice.
He threw a glance up the wharf where Harry Bolton
....·as culling. The old man was slipping fish into the
different grade pile!! with expert wrist, at the same time
keeping up a steady flow of conversation with the
owner who stood at the culling board, catching the
yalfels thrown to him by the men in the boat and
putting them on the board back up at the speed that
the culler could judge and grade them.
Alter the last boat had left the premises Harry Bolton
ltrolled over to where Jim was lIIupervisinj; the job of
getlini the fWl into the big storlni shed.
"You had a little argument with Ned Perry, eM"
Jim crunted. "Dumed old fool got tippy about the
cull Trying to tell me hit sunburned fish should have
l;one merchantable."
"All the same you'll have to go e8lly on the talk,"
IBid the older man. "Jolly 'em along. Ned Perry owes
a big bill here and if he ships an his fish to Penny'.>.
Mr. Stone'll stand a poor chance of gettin' paid."
"I wasn't hired. to ,ive out soft talk. I was hired to
c.ull and that's what I'm ,oin' to do,"
Bolton IIhrugged his thin shoulders. When he llpoke
again his voiCE' was curt.
''You've got a lot to learn. Culler has to forcit his
personal feelings no matter what·. said. Two things
you got to remember on this job. Cull 'em the way
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you s~s 'em and don't allow yourself to get riled up.
Saves wear and tear all around."
Jim walked away. There was a lot he could have
said. He could have hove up to Bolton some of the
rumours he had heard about his favouring certain in-
dividuals on the cull. "Slip old Harry a bottle," was
regarded as good policy by some of the men, It
wouldn't do any harm and paid off like life insurance.
Who was to tell if a culler went easy on the fish or
not? They eased their consciences by telling each
other how they were fleeced on the store goods
Jim knew the arguments by heart. He repeated them
to Mary as they strolled along to the dance at the
Orange Hall that evening.
"Father says there's bound to be trouble with the
culling this fall unless you handle the men more care-
ful."
"[ can't help it Mary. I don't iike being pushed
around. Maybe it's time there was some trouble."
"But perhaps you take offence too quick, Jim. You
know the fishermen have it hard enough to get along.
They're bound to be touchy about the way their fish is
culled."
"I know and I understand that. I'm a fisherman my-
self. But I have to do my job the way I see it and I'm
supposed to be neutral betw~n shipper and merchant.
I'm not going to be swayed by either of them even if
rour father is."
Mary withdrew her arms from his. "What does that
mean, Jim Parsons1"
Jim kicked a stone out of the path. "Look here Mary,
you know your father likes the liquor. And there's men
around here willin' and eager to play on his weakness
if they can and make themselves a few dollars on the
cuII."
"Jim Parsons, are you saying that my father lets a
drink or two given in kindness make a difference to the
way he does his work?"
Jim knew that edge in her voice. Mary was sen-
sitive about her father's drinking and tried to make
herself and Jim believe it wasn't as bad as it really
."
"1 don't know. But the men evidently think my
cull is stricter than his and I'm not changin' mine."
His voice was stubborn.
"My father was cullin' fish when you were still
catchin'tomcods."
"Yes, and he's likely to be cullin' it longer than I
be, if I got to copy him," Jim shouted angrily.
By this time they wcre at the hall door. The danc-
ing was in full swing and the couples were tripping
in and out of tile scts with gay abandon. In the center
of the floor on a raised platform sat the fiddler who
was really an aCC{/rdeon player. A group of youths and
girls were seated on benches near the door. As Jim and
Mary entered one of the boys piped up good-
I:umouredly, "Here comes the culler."
Jim flushed. It was the first social affair of any kind
he had attended since his new job and he wasn't in
the mood for any teasing.
"And the culler's daughter," drawled another,
heavier voice. "Mary, aren't you afraid he won't
grade you as No. I?"
Mary passed this sally off with a forced laugh.
She was popular with all the boys and took no offence.
But Jim's reaction was different. He strode over to
the speaker, Bill Pratt, a tall powerfully built youth
with a shock of bla<:k curly hair and powerful should-
trs.
"Very funny," he snapped, "go ahead and make some
more jokes." Bill Pratt looked at him and lurched to
his f~t. "What's the matter, Jim? You look in' for a
fght?"
"I don't like that crack you just made. And I'm
waitin' to hear the next one. I got a good idea I won't
like that either."
The rest of the group had gone tense and silent. Jim'3
mood was apparent and they also knew Bill's reputation
for quarrelsomeness. Even the fiddler sensed some-
thing was wrong and played his tunes more softly as if
trying to soothe the men's tempers.
Mary pushed in between the two. "Now boys, don't
let's have any fighting. We're here to dance and have
fun together, not to start a row." Ignoring Jim she
laid to Bill, "Will you dance with me, Bim"
Bill's face, hard and set, relaxed. "I sure will, Mary
me maid. Find yourself a partner Jim, and enjoy your-
self. I'm shipping a skiffload of fish your way to-
morrow, and I want you to be able to see straight if it
comes to your culling board,"
Jim didn't enjoy the dance much. He had only one
dance with Mary and they hardly exchanged a word
all the way through it,
"It didn't use to be like this before I got this culling
job," thought Jim. "There's been nothing but trouble
come out of it. I've turned away dealers from Mr.
Stone and now I'm iosing my girl. What thanks am I
getting for trying to do a good honest job? Might as
well chuck it up."
He left the dance hall without Mary and went for a
(Continued on page 49)
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THE GREENSPOND SAGA - IN HISTORY, SONG AND STORY
By DR ROBERT SAUNDERS, J.D. (Dr, Juris)
Graduate of &-;tOIl, New York, Columbia, Rutgers and Iowa State Universltie$, the ColJeces of Law of St. Paul
and Mmneapolis. Diploma in International Affairs, University of Minnesota.
"Not to know the events which
happened before one W8ll born, that is
to remains alwaYI a boy": Cicero.
T~:U~e~~:~~d~lic:= ~:=: t:.:e ~:~
p-atulate the United Chun;:h people for the erection of a
new church hall. TI is, u the clergyman writing me in
May. said:
"Our buildUll of the new hall has progre!l!led
quite favourably. Man, former residents have con·
tributed (and 1 am Clad to be counted amo/ll
them) and an the outside work for the new build-
in, hu been completed."
Doubtless we lhall show in our Saga a ,ood pictorial
view of it when it is tinhhed.
The following Press item on it appeared but fa11:-
"The lecture hall which hu served the congre-
lation. . for more than seventy years has been
dismantled The men of the congregation railled
well and dismantled the han in short time The
new chun::h hall is well under construction it
OCCUpies a position near the United Chun::h manse:
It is certainly of interest and for fairness to record
what the Church of Enlland people did in a similar sit-
uation nearly ten yean alo, one letter to me then said:
"We are building a new parish Memorial Hall by
[ree labour. We put it down and drove the lirst
nail March 17, 1947 . It is near the Cross
by the Post Office: . The C.E.A.A. (Church of
England Asslstance: Association) .. the C.E.W.A
(Church of En,land Women's Association) and
G.F,S. (Girls Friendly Society) are helping to lin·
ance: it." (See picture of it here).
To get some Idea of the then, and now functions of
these Parish Halls for church meetings. etc. I insert here
iI splendid historical note of an event over half a cen-
tury ago, This was supplied to me by Rev. A. Tor-
raville throu,h myoid friend Ralph Wright. and no\\
t give a briefextrac:t:-
"A general meeting of St. Stephens Congregation
was held in the parso/lllie November 1901
pul'p(Me of the meeting was to send a petition to the
Grand Council of the C,E.A.A for a Charter to
Itart a branch lodge .•."
"The Charter for St. Stephen's C.E..A.A. Num-
ber 9, wu issued Nov. 21, 1901. The charter mem-
bers wen Rev. S. A. Dawson, Messrs. L J. Mifflin,
W G. Payne, F S. Hutchim, E. Edgar. M. Hoskins
W. J. Bemister, L. Saunders, S [)awe. E. J. Dom·
iny .."
"The charter members meet in the Parish HaU
for proper working of the Lodge and initiation
of candidate:l ..... (of which more later).
Mr. Milllin was long the Ma,istrate and later Liquor
Controller at St. John'L W. G. Payne Wl\JI the head
teacher. F. S. Hutchins is '"neddieM of the fami.ly that
came from Manchester and narted first a credit business
but later "cash and -';Irry". £. Ed&ar was Edwin Edgar,
the J.P., and merchant. L. Saunders Wl\Jl my older
brother. S. Cawe was "samuel" the biacbmith. E.
J. Dominey was "Ed,ar," the senior of the brothers who
had a ~pplyinc business "down the harbour" and in
thoee days. prominent in Orange LodJe Alrain.
We have noted previously that in early days religious
teaching and education .....ere practkally blended into
one. Here wu a two-fold job as Rev. Julian Moreton. a
missionary in Greenspond a century ago said in his book
of 1863: "all the people. . mostly from Hampshire
and Dorset, coming here when they were yet young .
brought little learnmg with them."
R Montgomery Martin in his "British Ameriea in
1m" says for the year 1828 Gl'('I"nspond had 186 in Day
Schools, 220 in Sunday Schools and 75 in Adult Schools.
Pool's and Swam's alands had such branch schools
founded a year later Judge Prowse in lili History of
Newfoundland sayl that:_"'these schools were estab-
iWIed in Greenspond .October 1828 and conducted by
Mr. and Mrs. King:'
Pascoe in his "200 yean of the SocIety for Propap.
lion or the Gospel", lIys:-
"Lay agents had long been employed by the
Society with good effeet in Newroundland, and in
1821 it adopted measures for the appointment of
Cathecisu or school-masters in the outharbours for
conducting schools lind reading service and ser-
mons on Sundayl."
For local educational control perhaps one of the
hrst records we have Is that or the personnel of the
"Board of Edueatlon" in Creenspond nearly a century
ago. It consisted of Rev. William J. Milner, John
Thorne Oakley; George Skelton, M.D.; William Lang;
James Noonan; Darius Blandford, and R. Wills (Joseph
Woods, Newfoundland Almanatk, 1863).
This list is a representative one of the then leaders
there. Mr Oakley was the J.P., Deputy Surveyor and
later to be eleeted to the House of Assembly for the
Bay. Dr. Skelton was the coroner, in addition to his
general medical duties, He also went 10 the AlII'Iembly
Mr. Lang was then-as a revenue establishment was set
up there--the lub-collector of customs, a J.P. and Post
master. Mr. Noonan was one of the then larger mer-
thants and later a member of the House of Assembly
for the Bay. Darius Blandford, coming direct frolll
Farnham. a suburb of Blandford Forum in Dorset, made
his mark III the Bay by dint of hard work. His son
Hon. Samuel rt'presented the Bay in the House of AB-
sembly and later went up to the Leeulative Council.
other sons. Captains James and Darius filled an hon·
oured place in the annals of Gl'('I"nspond, ending .... ith
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his grandson, Sydney, lon, in the Assembly from the
Bay and Cabinet Minister in the Morris "People's
Party". (Later Lord Morris of Waterford).
At the bottom of the ladder in teaching were the
"Nursery Schools." One was organized and run by
Miss Oakley who held it in their large house. It was
here that I was first exposed. to education. Then ther~
was an intermediate school at "Pond Head". Perhaps a
well-known teac:her there was a Miss House-from
"down the shore" It was here that I first got a taste
<If what may be called school discipline. To summarize
Rev. Burton's data, on the lower erade he 58Y5:-
"Janie Blackwood (Mrs. Arthur House) and my
wife Miss Alice Dowden were former teachers in
primary schools, Teachers like Louie House, Miss
Woodland and my wife taulht at Shamblers Cove
once at Pond Head, Mrs. Clench (Miss House)
taught there for some time • a Miss Godde...
taught school near Dominy's store, Some of the
Edgar's taught school at Pond Head .. you will
not forlet your own sister contemporary with Janie
Blac:kwood These were ,reat days!"
It is certainly not out of place to show a picture of
great historical value-the original day school of the
~ethodists with the students proudly lined up. One
writine to me on this old school says:-
''This same old school was afterwards used for a
Fisherman's Hall (Society of United Fishermen)
and was called "'Blandford Lodee",
(For this picture my thanks are due Rev. James
Hoddinott through Ralph Wright). See here also the
most modern and new United School.
no. ..-.. C..I.... o...,do 8<__
The two larger schools of the Church of Eneland
and United Church were or,anized into uades in the
upper levels, The primary, preliminary, and intermed-
iEte and examinations liven yearly for each. But to
look at these old schools one gets an idea of the pioneer
t-ardships when the only heat was the "bogy" (stove)
\\ hose fires were supplied by ehopped. up wood con-
tributed daily by the families. It was a case of bring-
ing in the offering and castine it down behind the
"boIY"·
Some of the teachers in the period covering the 1880's
to 1930's are worthy of special mention-namely Charles
t'ollett, W. W Halfyard and E. J. Crummey of the
Methodist sehool, as principals. Mr. W W Half}'ard
(see portrait of him in his GrKnspond days) took great
interest in the new Union political mo\·ement. StaTt-
inl from 1912, after leavinl Greenspond, he was re-
peatedly elected to the House of Assembly_first from
Trinity Bay under the Liberal Union banner, and was
serving as a Cabinet Minister in the great crisis of the
1930's.
To Mr. Crummey (photo shown in previous number
of the Quarterly) teaching was his lifetime profession,
serving in Greenspond nearly half-a-century. He asked
for no other honours local or imperial. but the sendin(
cut of students to the Canadian UniversitifoS or teaching
around NeWfoundland. It is as one writing me from
Bay Roberts says:-
"1 was very pleased to see the pIcture of my old
teacher Mr. Crummey. He c:ertainly gave us good
advice and counsel and sent out a lot from his
sc:hool in the professions, When I left school there
were nine or ten of us that went teaching, .."
A brief round-up of some, starting as teachers, he sent
out is cerlaintly necessary here! There was Harold
Butler a lawyer in Michilan, Eric Bishop in the Cana-
dian Air Force World War I and later a PhD. in
Enlineerinl McGill University. His brother Malcolm
-both first cousins of mine-a sergeant in Royal New-
foundland Regiment, World War I and now residing in
the State of Washington. Two brothers of a great
source of information from thi" Sala, namely W. J
DeweY-Pierce and Joseph o\'erseas in the regiment in
World War I Joseph layinl down his life in one of
the lut days of that conflict. Pierce was a brilliant
product of Mr. Crummey. He was one year second in
U'holarship in the Council of Hilher Education exam-
inations in the whole of NeWfoundland, at the same
time my younlcst sister (a product of Solomon Sam-
son) was first in Newfoundland for two successive years.
Pieree has passed away in DetrOit, Michigan. My sister
was Ion, personal secretary to Righ Hon. Sir Richud
(Continued on pace 47)
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND RESOURCES
There's A Mining Boom in Newfoundlond:
TRAINED MEN ARE NEEDED
During the past few years we have produced
About one-third of Canada's iron ore;
All the fluorspar;
About eight per cent of her lead and zinc;
Significant amounts of limestone, cement and gypsum.
We have new mines coming in-
Maritime Mining Corpn. Ltd. started production in Aug. 1957 at Tilt Cove.
Atlantic Coast Copper Co. has started its shaft-sinking program at Little Bay.
Advocate's asbestos at Baie Verte is exciting mining people with its great
potential;
Encouraging exploration is being done in a dozen more plaC('s.
Men are in great demand-Mining engineers, geologists, prospectors and con-
struction men are being used in increasing numbers every year.
Young N~wfoundlanderscan qualify for the very best jobs either at Memorial
University in St. John's or on the Mainland and in many ways can get immediate
assistance in the form of scholarships and grants.
Department of Mines and Resources
~T. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND
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T HE .eastern sid.e of the harbour at Cata-lina, from Manuel's bland to the pond,
was POIII for a considerable dlStance. from
the shore and was unsuited to the needs ot
the ship-fishermen, but its waters were as
smooth as a pond, just suited to the needs
of the settlers on the Point who fished from
punts and other small boa... Here were most of the
permanent landing places--ctages so-called-made 01
two or more squ.a~ cribs of timber some twelve or
more feet wide, made of heavy lop. weighed with
!>tone. These were placed in the harbour on the jce
near enoueh to be bridged, with beams reaching out
some fifty feet In the harbour. These cribs were
placed on the harbour ice in the winter. In the spring,
when the ice melted, these cribs sank into their places
on the harbour bottom. They were covered with poles
or planb and on the end, near the shore, a storeroom
was built. But on the outside of the Point, on the
wild Atlantic side, it was dift'erent. The stages were
temporary and had to be partly rebuilt each spring.
Around their houses on the Point was some cultivated
land, and even a few farm animals w(!l'e kept even at
thill early date.
The best houses w(!l'e so-called stud houses, some
thirty by eighteen feet, but well built and comfortable
to live in; they were of one storey with a steep, pitch·
ed roof and a lean-to running the whole length of the
hack, and here the roof reached near to the ground.
The houses were well framed, as timber WllS plentiful
and 50 were men to do itl These stud houses, like
the 10' cabins of America, were primitive but very
practical. The studs were of spruce sticks, squared with
the adze to about seven inches, then placed upright on
the sill from corner to corner, forming the wall. The
roof too, and floor, were strongly made of "pit sawn"
heavy boards (the two-man pit-sawing) and heavily
framed. These houses were built on posts some two
feet or 50 above the ground; no cellars were underneath.
When the walls were up, and the roof on, the walls
between the studs were tightly caulked with moss,
then covered with the bark of the birch or fir tree.
The roof WllS covered similarly with sawn, lapped
boards, and then bark, and this covered with thick sods,
This roof soon became completely watertight and lasted
al lellSt a generation.
A chimney of field stone and mortar on one end was
r:ext built, with a large hearth, eight feet square or
more; with plenty of firewood none would be cold
hEre in this house. There was generally, in those old
clays, but two rooms-the kitchen and one bedroom.. On
each side of the hearth on the wall was built-in bunks,
.~~ on shipboard, and here the boys of the family slept,
o:.nd comfortably too
When I was a boy, I knew of one such house llS I
have dli'$CJ'ibed, jncludina: the bunks.. In fact, there was
at least one stud house remaining in Catalina in 1936.
The outside entry was in the end of the lean-to. Just
lIlSide the door was the space for wood storllle next the
"Ye Olden Times
In Catalina"
By ERNEST TILLY
water butu; a little further on was a partition with a
door in front; inside was the storeroom for all kinds of
food supplies. Close by the partition, at ri.eht angles
another door led into the house proper, You pa5.'l
through it into a comfortable house, winter or sum-
mu.
The frame of the three windows in the walls was
home-made, as we~ the doors, and even the latche"
".-ere wooden. while the only lock was likely to be a
wooden pm stuck mto the door frame. The floor was
of heavy boards and covered. With sea sand which
eliminated all danger of fire from nanken or sparks
from the open hearth. Opening oft' the main room was
cne large, or two small bedroms. A cosy, comfortab:e
house. The early settlers surely had good quarten to
INe in, and they lived well in comparison to many
Englishmen in England.
Each family too had a good cellar, This cellar gen-
erally was dug mto a bank of earth facmg south, and
as large as was needed for the storage ot the family
H-getables. A thick field stone wall, some aU: feet
thick was in front, with two doors, one behind th"!
other, and a space between the doors which, in winter.
was filled with hay. A strong plank ceiling covered
with three feet of earth made it frost proof and a steep-
pitched watertight root completed a cellar which, while
primitive, did a good job then, and even today, as I
can vouch for.
Here was a new land where all were equal and, too,
all were llS one on any question concerning any of
them. There WllS aplenty of all that was necessary for
their needs and the work WllS not too arduous. No
rent to pay, no fuel to buy, no laxes, and more
individual freedom than any other place on earth.
Plenty of game for meat at all times. Cod, herring,
salmon, trout in abundance-just go and get it. They,
for fitty years now, had been raising their own green
truck, and all else they needed they could barter for
from the English or the French traders who came in
spring and fall. Fish in later days was made Legal
Tender in Newfoundland.
It seems to me, as I look back three hundred and
fifty years, that here in Catalina, on this East or
Sheppard's Point, lived the first real Newfoundland-
ers. Sturdy people they were, these Manuels, Whites,
Sheppards, Eddys and the others and this, mind you,
WllS before Virginia was settled. Yet their descendents
still live there, throu&h all the confusion of these
lOtormy 350 years.
"..The period between 1600 and 1700 m Newfoundland,
as in all North America, might be called the Colom-
inC Period, but one must remember that the Puritans of
Salem, or Guy's or Calvert's settlers on Avalon were not
at all like the fishermen settlers from Devon and Dor-
set who occupied Trinity Bay. These men were of
the sea.-good lI.shermen, craftsmen., or anything else,
able under all circumstances to look out for themselves
(Continued on pace .f3)
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
WELFARE OFFICERS WANTED
whoAJ;~li~~~ir~~e:~n;~~~ fS~cJu~~~~d ~~~~:
Department of Public Welfare.
The Welfare Officer service of the Department
of Public Welfare offers good pay and attractive
pension. holiday and sick leave privileges.
Beginners with minimum qualifications are
paid at the rate of 52640 a year during the initial
training and probationary period. and are placed
at the beginning of the grade IV scale! $2970-100-
3740 on receiving permanent appointment.
Opportunities are also provided for in-service
training on the job and in recognized Schools of
Social Work.
This additional training together with the
nececssary experience in the field will enable wel-
fare officers to qualify for the grade V scole 53740-
100-4290.
Interested persons between the ages of 2S and
35 years who would like to work with people and
whose academic standing is Grade XI or higher
are invited. to apply.
Applications should be addressed to
DEPUTY MINISTER
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
St. John's, Newfoundland
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ADELE - A TRUE STORY
By MAY SELBY HOLDEN
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ancient capital and the _ne of many a skirmish be-
tween the English and French. The town and out-
works contain many an interestill,l relic of former glory.
PlaCf:nlia is situated in a lovely bay at the base of a
high hill and is readily suggestive of a pretty Swiss
town with cottages diversified by bright gardens and
sunny spots of greenery.
The aspect of things have changed smce the time
of which I speak in the following narrative. The pic-
turesque harbounr is as calmly bright all of yore.
On a certain July day in the year 1692, the French
town of Placentia, usually so peacefully quiet, seemeol
suddenly to become the centre of confusion and excite-
ment. The streets were thronged with men and women
of many gradations of rank, a picturesque, ever-shift-
in, crowd, seemingly bent on some Important mission.
The thing which had disturbed the even tenor of the
people may be explained in a few words, or, better
still, by repeatlng the conversation which took place on
that day between two officers who stood at the gate of
the monastery. The taller and older of the men was
the commander of the garrison, Captain Devoux. Hf'
lUll a dark-browed, haughty man, handsome but for the
sinISter cast of hIS features and a cruel expression about
his mouth. He spoke to a young French officer wh~
frank face was lighted up with enthUSl8llm, listening
as hIS supenor officer exclaimed
-Yea. Arnoud, it is quite true; ~'hlle ndmg from the
Block House I receIVed a despatch informing me of the
expected arrh'al of Commodore WilharTlll to Newfound-
land with a fleet sent from England with special in-
structlons to take Placentia. And," concluded the cap-
tain, "as the enemy will be here in forty-eight hour.:
our work is to barricade the streets and get the soldiers
I'eady."
Then m a lower tone, he continued to converse with
the young officer, who was all attention until his eyes
rested on the figure of a lady walkmg towards them,
when he exclaimed:
"Pardon, Captain. but here comes my wife. I suspect
she is wondering what kept me from dinner." Then in
an anxious tone, "You must tell her, but be careful, she
is not strong and a little unnerves her,"
The Captain nodded, and a curious light flashed in
his eyes as he stepped forward, and, bowing low to
Ernest Arnoud's wife, said: "Pardon me, Madame, for
detainma Monsieur from his charming house, but ne-
~Ity compelled me to discuss with him the important
'nformatlOn just received."
She was young and spriahUy. and very lovely did
dle look u ,he gazed inquirin.ly into the face of the
)'ouna offteer, who, in tum, alaneed sianitkantly at his
superior, The Captain interpreted. the alance.
"Dear Madame, do not be alarmed, but we have had
news of the coming of the En,alish. and that means we
shail have to stand a sieae. The chid' difficulty has
been to find a lIuitable officer to take char,e of Fort
Louis."
All this tune the young wife's faa was looking White
l:'.nd scared, for she dreaded danger for the husband
~hom she adored. But he passed his arm around her
waist as the captain proceeded
"I am lIOrry, yet proud to tell you, Madame, that your
husband has promised to take command of Fort Louis!"
"Ill this true, Ernest?" cried. the poor lirl in an agony
of entreaty. Well she knew what such an undertaking
meant.
Fort Louis was a strong fortification just oUL!llde the
C'ntrana to the harbour, and as this would form the
first and chief point of attack it would fare ill with the
(,allant few who defended it. Captain Devoux, looking
f.t the sweet faa of the officer's Wife said in a strange
tone:
"Well, ArnGud, it is not too late yet to withdraw from
the post-" But he was interrupted by the officer, who,
orawing himself up proudly, replied:
"f am a SOldier, sir, and as such know my duty,"
So saying and clasping the hand of his young wife,
Ernest Arnoud passed quickly down the street to his
home. Captain Devoux looked after the couple with an
l:vil expreu.ion as he muttered:
"Ere two more suns have set I may be the winner."
Durina the year of his married life Ernest Arnoud
had enjoyed that pure and unalloyed happiness which
cltn only eXISt where there is a union of hearts as well
II!" hands.
The evenmg before the important event of the ac-
ri\·al of the English Commodore our youna ofTlcer was
enJoyin, the evening air outside the door of his pretty
tome. He had had a baed day's work preparing Fort
LouIS and could well appreciate the pleasure of home
comforts. He was speaking to his wife and hill voice
Kunded very tender as be said'
"Adele, my dil!acest, you must bear up bravely for
n;y sake. I ha\'e only a few hours left and then I
must take up my station at the Fort. If the enemy
come before daylight I have no fear of the result. We
!:lave stretched a boom across the harbour which will
effectually bar their progress."
"Ernest," replied his wife, "for your sake I am brave,
but I have a morbid feeling that Captain Devoux is not
the friend to you that he pretends."
"Adele," gravely replied the officer, "you must
Tl'member that the Captain is an old friend of your
father, and when we lived in sunny France how gen-
el'ously he behaved toward us. I loved you and you re-
turned my love though your father wished you to)
fT,arry Devoux, and I am sure that he loved you truly.
How nobly he gave you to me when he found you did
not care for him! However," concluded the officer,
• let us dIsmiss this subject and forgl!'t the disagree-
ablea."
Ernest Arneud would not ha\'e been lIO calm could h~
fu;.ve overheard a conversation just then takina place at
the lodgings of Captain Devoux. That gentleman was
standma with hill back to the window and facing him
was a man, a lIOldier. seerninlly of Esquunaux origin.,
)udgina: from his lICanty hair and nanow forehead.~
words which the Captain was sayina were these:
"Look here, Gilo, I have been a good friend to you
and if you do this job well I'll not forget you."
"Ay, ay, lir," was the answer he received.
"Well, then, there is a certain officl!'r taking charCf'
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0' Fort Louis; the fray will be over by daylight to-
morrow, whether successful or otherwise. That officer
I do not wish to nturn from his post alive."
The man addressed exhibited not a particle 01 sur-
prise at this diabolical speech, but simply nodded.
The Captain proceeded:
"That officer will be returning home when the al-
fray is over. He will walk to the point where his small
boat will be awaiting him as his custom is, to row
home. I want you to take that boat in hand and sec
that he never nturns to this town. Watch him tonight
at twelve o'clock when he loes on duty. The rest can
be managed with an auger. You understand! It is not
your tint job of the kind" So, roulhly dismissing his
cttendant, the gallant Captain resigned hilTl5ell to a
comfortable smoke.
Night drew its cutains over the little town 01 Pla-
centia. A bright moon rose high in the heavens tip-
ping the spires of the old monastery with silver and
p(luring a Ilood of light upon the dwellings of a thou-
sand inhabitants. There was no sleep for Aronud that
night. He held a high position 01 trust and no doubt
entered his breast of the treacherow; object of his com-
mander in placing him there.
At two o'clock the word was passed alone that the
enemy was in siBht, and there, sure enouah, was the
English Oeet sailing slowly into the roadstead. They
<Inchored nolSl'lessly, except the loremost, which made
a dash for the entrance, but, striking the boom stretched
across the harbour, she nbounded and stuck in the
r>lud.
Then commenced a brisk cannonade, which was
returned with vigour from the three forts, but espec·
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illl1~' from Fort LoUIS. In about three hours, Commo-
oc.re Williams. flndin, it no joke to attack three well
armed forts with the small force he had under his
command, retreated from the scene of action with the
Placentia joy-bells ringin, in his ears, answered by
the thunderint; guns from the ,arrison.
"Well," si,hed our youn, officer as he descended the
hill from Fort Louis, "it is over, and so peacefully that
r ("annot believe we have been attacked by the Ellilish
~r.d repulsed them without the loa of a single soldier
Ihank God," thou,ht he, "I am at liberty to return and
relieve the anxiety of my dear one"
'nlinltin, thus, he crossed the narrow beach to where
h15 little boat lay on the sands. And poor Adele, what
a night she spent' Only the anlels in heaven know the
amount of Rlftering which many women endure, or
what nij:hts of ceasel_ agony are passed o\-er uncom-
plainingly.
Men '0 forth into danger, but, perforee, they are in
Ihe midst of excitement and time flies with them until
they relurn to those who ha\'e waited so wearily dur-
in, the l.."in, hours. It was wearily indeed that
Adele Arnoud waited her htaband during all that day
followin, the liege. Until the evening she had bee~
,,-aitinc him, expectin, him, and thinking; he wu with
Ihe Commander, but on sendin, her servant to enquire
~he heard that the youn, otl\c:er had not been seen since
momin" when one of the soldiers saw him dimly in the
mornin, Ii,ht walking down from the Fort.
When this news was brought to the poor yopng wife
~he uttered no sound but sat like one Itunned. Her
pale. despairinl face and sad eyes aroused much pity
flom those around her, but she would take comfort
[rom none. That some evil had come to her husband
"he was sure, but thou,h the strictest search was made
110 tldmgs of him could be found.
Captain Devoux called at Arnoud's coltage to offer
his sympathy to the crief-stricken wife, but she re-
fused to see him. On the third eveninc as she paced
the apartment with hands clasped and eyes cast down,
she sighed. "Oh, merciful heaven! deliver me from this
suspense." She felt that Boon she must give way if
something were not done. Every nerve in her body
seemed strained to its utmost tension. Every sound
startled her. At last, unable any longer to bear the
monotony, she caught up a shawl, and, opening tht:
door, she was about to run down the lawn.
Hark! a step on the gravel and in a moment a
nan stands before her. Is she dreaming~ No, thank
God, it is a blessed reality, she is clasped in her hus-
band's arml. She remembers no more till she opens
her eyes and finds herself in her own bed, her husband
bt:ndmg over her. She is about to speak when the
~oung officer stops her by saying:
"My dear wile, you must not tire yourself by talk-
in" but lie still and listen to me. You see I am still in
the land ot the llvin" but, my darling, you came near
r:l:ver seein, your husband again. When I left the
rort that morning just before dayhght, I made my way
quickly to the place where 1 had left my boat. As
u~ual, I pushed oft and was about in the middle of
the slream when, to my surprise, I found my feet in
the water. Horror-stricken, I stood up, only to find my
t.oat sinking rapidly. Quick as thought, I ,ot oft most
d m~' clothin" and in about two minutes I found
myself in the strolll tide bein, carried out to sea. You
know, I am a ,ood swimmer, but I soon became ex-
hausted, and thou,h I mana,ed to reach the land, I lost
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ronsciousnea. I remained aU day in an unconscious
slate. This 1 learned from an 01'_ fisherman who took
me into F'reB.hwater and kept me all nig:ht. Yesterday,
a:< soon as I recovered, I at once started for home and
here 1 am, my darlin& thankful that things are not
any worse."
His wife made no reply, but clasped her arms around
her husband's neck and hId her happy face on his
breast. Thw: ended what was near bein, a tragedy in
the lives of a devoted couple.
Neither Arnoud nor his wife ever had the faintest
suspicion of the foul treachery ot Captajn Devoux.
Shortly afterwards they returned to France and never
afterwards saw the face of him who had so nearly
destroyed the life at one and the happiness of the other.
(Editor's Note: The fore,oing story was written by
May Selby Holden of St. John', and was entered in an
ell-Canadian competition for achool children by the
Montreal ''Witness'' and was published in 1893 in a
book entitled "Sea, Forest and Prairie.")
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BRICK - MAKING IN NEWFOUNDLAND
By MALCOLM PELLY,
Pelly's Brickyard, Milton, Nnd.
A~r:::s a~d~ ~:O;e~f;~~dl~~~
in the year 1832-123 yean ago-
on an Ene1ish machine powered b}
a horse at • point in Smith Sound,
lobout five miles down the Sound.
v;ere by a man named Clement. At
lE'f a short time he moved about II
mile further up the Sound to Burnt
Brook. and brickmakinl contmued
there under different managers up
I<. 1922, nearly ninety yean.
Clement soon transferred his in-
te~ to • man named Man::h, who
in turn sold 10 a certain Daniel
Cameron. who sold out in 1870 to
two youllI: Enghshmen named James
and Joe Pittman. Joe shortly alter
t'lld out to James who continued to
make brick until hIS death in 1906
Durinl that time he scrapped hi'J
"orsepowered Enclish machine for
a Quaker, boulht from H. C. Baird,
Son &. Co.. of Parkhill, Ontario. He
later converted to steampower. and
prospered.
Around 1921 the eldest son,
Benjamin, met with an accident
which resulted In his death Mean-
"hill', Ben'S $On, Abel, had met
ceath in France. The surviving
brothers James, Jr., and William
never resumed brickmakinl. I am
indebted to James Pittman, the son
of James Pittman who came out tn
r\ewfoundland in 1870 for these
facts.
Just before the ,reat fire In St.
John's in 1892. a comp.any of SI
John's merchants and contractor'!!
started to make brick on Random
Island. They were kno..... n as Th...
~ewfoundland Brick &. Tile Co
They got a superintendent from
Quebec named Redmond. He knew
how to burn brick In scove kilns. Mv
uncle went to see him one after-
noon and 1 went with him. Red-
mond asked how much we $(Ottled
our kilns. My uncle said not more
than three or four inches at most
"Oh," he said, "you want to settle a
kiln at least three feet to make a
rood burn." That made us sus-
Aloen _ D••,I.1l .100.10< I"
,Th......1 .uloi .
At Io<fl-C...1oo P~lIr ....
..if•• '_.dOT ., Poll,'.
~:~.~~:.:, 1:"lr~~,,"':.::'::1
.. lth P.ll.T I•• U r _
'o..-Lo.dl"llohlol,,' u.
plcious and we went back home
iilain.
Redmond stayed only a couple of
)'ears, and was succeeded by an·
other Englishman named Sllwood,
who was succeeded by another
Englishman named Craven. Craven
die! good work, but the clay was
poor. and the company gave up and
started to make sand-lime brick in
St, John's. That, too. was a failure.
Aaron and Charles Smith started
ron Random Island just before the
Newfoundland Brick & Tile Co. gave
,p
My uncle started in 1886. He
eontinued until his death in 192...
and I have continued until now.
We had a horse-powered machine.
~t up by Redmond-who told us to
~ltle our kiln three feet; It wa"
an impro\'ement on the molasses
barrel we used at first as a pug mill,
hut not much. We decided to im-
port a machine from Montreal, sold
by a man named Sheppard, that was
• lood horse-operated machine
Smith wanted our Redmond ma-
chine. We said he could have it
for one dollar, Later when w~
scrapped our Sheppard machine for
a Monarch, around the year 1901;
Smith bought our Sheppard Ma-
chine, and we installed a Monarch
I'nd a steam engine to drive it. Later
we imported Brewer conical crush-
ers, We used the Monarch until
1924, when we put in an Arnold
Crealer machine which is still in
'u
Around fifty years ago a man
named John Smith started to make
bricks lUinl a Keels stiff mud ma-
chlOe, but lOOn lost interest and
gave up. Aaron Smith and Sons
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"Yes." was the ,ratifying reply,
"And what do they say about it?"
"They don't say anything," was
the reply; "they just lau,h,"
After havin, worked his way up
10 a high Government position, a man
vlsiled the villa,e where he was
bom
"1 suppose me people here, Tom,
have heard of the honour that has
been conferred on me?" he asked an
old school fellow.
afterwards. bou,ht a Quaker, but
!'even or ei&ht yean a,o Smith
~crapped the soft mud Quaker and
~ut In a Freese still mud machine,
rnd continued makin, brick until
1951 But in 1953 .....1" .....ere the only
rnes makin' brick of clay in New-
bundland.
A few years a,o Edward Dawe of
Bay Roberts started an up-to-date
plant making cement briek "DUN-
BRIK"-and hollow block and chim-
ne)' linings. His plant is situated
Y'here the Cabot Hi,hway joins the
hi,hway from 51. John's all around
the three peninsulas, Avalon, Burin
and Bonavista. The type of machine
Ihe Newfoundland Brick & Tile Co.
u$ed was a "Henry Martin" soft
mud machine. a ,ood machine and
400d crushers. They lacked the
,reat essential-,ood clay
We used wood fuel until 1951
when we started to 11M' oil fuel
Ihrou,h Hanck burners. MO!lt of
our yearly make-over 700,000 at
present is used for chimney con-
struction.
There was plenty of shale within
little more than a mile of where
the Newfoundland Brick & Tile Co.
~tarled operations on Random is-
land and failed sixty years a,o,
Probably Ihey did nol know it was
I uitable to make brick.
The~ is a superabundance of ma-
terial for both concrete and cia,:;
I uilding products in Newfound-
I.nd, still mosl of lhe building is
of .....ood. The~ IS a very modern
rlant for slone crushin, and mixin,
concrele near 51. John's cily; and a
cement plant al Comer Brook.
So, afler ]23 years we wenl back
to Old England for anolher English
brick machine, powered Ihis time
by an English Diesel of several
horsepower_wilh cylinders, nol
Ie,s!
(Mr. Pelly has chan,ed over from
clay 10 shale as raw material and
r~om soft mud pnx:ess 10 .!Iemi-dry
press has ordered En,lis.h equip-
ment for his works)
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To Operators of Tourist Establishments
I. Under the Tourbt Establishments ReCUt.Uons 1954 all establishments con-
laininJ three rooms or more, catering to the travel1ine public in the Provinc:e, must
be in poueaion of. license from the Department of Tourbt Development.
Establilhmenu within the meaning of these regulations should obtain licences
for the ensuine year on or before March 31st, 1956.
2. Penaltiell for failure to comply with the Tourist Establishments Rct:ulations
an!: provided for in Sec. 7, The Tourbt Establishm".nts Act (1950),
Every penon who violates any of the provw.uu.:j of any reeulation made under
this Act is IUilty of an olfence and liable on lJUIIlMary conviction to • tine of not
more than one hundred doJlan and in default of ~yment to imprisonment for a
period not uceeding three months or to both lJUch tine and imprisonment.
3. The term "Establishments" include the followin, dassificatiorlll:
HOTELS
CABIN::;
INNS
CO'n'AGES
LODGES
TOURIST HOMES
GUEST HOUSES
MOTELS
CABIN ESTABLISHMENTS
INN ESTABLISHMENTS
COTTAGE ESTABLISHMENTS
LODGE ESTABLISHMENTS
TRAlLER ESTABLISHMENTS
AUTO COURTS
4. Where doubt existll u to the interpretation of the term "Est.abhshments,"
cla:ification may be obtained from the Director of Tourist Development. St.
Jcnn's.
5. Application form (Form l) may be obtained from the
NEWFOUNDLAND TOURIST DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND
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WHEN NEWFOUNDLAND HELPED SAVE CANADA
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, J.D
Graduate of Boston, New York. Columbia, Rutgers and Iowa Stale UniversiUes, the Colleges of Law of St Paul
and Minneapolis" Diploma in International Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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"Not by the po.....er of commerce,
art of plan shall our Great Empire
stand; nor hll. It stood. but by noble
del:'ds of n"ble men, heroes outpoured
blood," (Soldiers Monument. Quebecl
IN t~~: ~:~~: ~:::I:~~. ~~, ~u':~~~n~~~' p~:~
hshed an article on 'When Ne.... foundland Saved Can.
ad.. I, nnotated thl~ .rucle and publi~hed it in the
Ne....foundl.nd Quarterly, 1949
The eminent archivist ,a\'e no citallons for his state-
tT:ent5--thouch correct to • word J ....as therefore put
te the fatigUing Job of ftndmg the original material
from many scattered sources.. Let us no..... relate from
the documentary e\"idences the role of the Newfound-
ner wuh His Majesty'. Royal Highland Regiment,
and to be called the Royal Highland Emigrants.'
(Ibid)
The movin, forces In the movement were Wei:! of-
ficers from what was the old Royal HI,hland Regiment
(llanoverlan Tracts of 1134) then known as the 4:!nd or
Black Watch, namely: Lieut-Col. Allan MacLean, Cap-
t.in Alex MacDonald, and Major John Small. who had
sEen coNilderable service in America
On the 1st September 1175, MacDonald wrote Mac·
Lean frot:l Halifax ··to touch at Newfoundland, where
....1' will ha\'e II !:ood chance about the 10th of October
but not SOO!l.e. as the fi hID' busine!' will not break up
till then" (MacDonald's LeUu Book)
They got the support of Governor Montague, who was
O wn 1>y Sydn." "'_n. It.lhon. _~....od 1>y J, K, Weill".......
Wlt1>.I.....h.~ 11M ."......., "' • ...w'o t ,1M s....... ".f~'.
landers in the Royal Highland :E:migrant Regiment when
they saved Canada
The Quebec Gazette of July 20th, 1775 speaks of rais-
ing II corps-"The Royal mehland Em1crants their
uniform to be the same with that of the 42nd Regiment"
Un lUst. Sec. Genual Starn. In June 12. 1775 General
Gage-then Comma.nder-In-Chief_wrote from Boston
to Lieut.-Col. Allan MacLean that:-
"You are empowered by beat of drum or other-
wise, to enlist for HIS Majesty's Service in any of
His Provinces In North America such Highland,
or other loyal sub)ecu u you may be able to pro-
cure, to be formed into a corps. The whole corp!!
to be c1othed-armed-and accoutred in like ma.n-
also a Vice·Admiral stationed at Halifax, as .....1' read:
'We are greatly indebted to Admiral Montague ror his
kind assistance, as he did not lIutrer any other regiment
there to enlist men but ours" (Ibid)
From Halifax, 15th November 1775 MacDonald
speaks of one III "staid behind at Newfoundland and
by last accounts from him, he and one Lleut. Fitzgerald
t,ad six and thirty men" And further: "I am well
pleased to Inform you that our success there was at
leasl equal to our expectations, for I expect him here
any day with sixty men. In December Major Small
l!: informed that Ranold M'Klnnan and John M'Donald
assures me they will ,et 500 men in Newfoundland if
they are properly supported:' (Ibid)
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Proud of his men in Newfoundland, Captain Alex
declared: "If they were properly clothed with their regi-
mentala they would not be much inferior in looks and
.ppearanees to lOme old reJimenu in the serviCf"".
Judie Patlel1l0n says their uniform was of the dull High-
land garb their tartan that of the Black Watch.
The flnancial problem was a pressin.. one: for Cap.
tain Alex writes "There is about 1400 or 1500 pounds
sterling wantin, to dear the 200 men and the of.
flcers here on the spot, together with the expenses back-
""'ard and forward to Newfoundland transporting the
men here", From the Halifax base, Judge Patterson
tells us they were supplied with arms from those of
the 77th re,iment that had been left in Haurax in the
military store.
The!le o~rs were sincerely interested in !hI:' welfare
of their recruits, tor it was said: "Had we the plaids I
••ould teach them to wear them, and if I ('OU}d get a
sulfleient number of Kilmarnoch caps (it was a broad·
tGpped woollen cap) I would have them cut to fonn
that would look decent and unifonn and at the same
time AVe the men's ean from beine frost bit" (Mc-
Donald'. LeUer Hook)
(See picture page 19 of the critical fieht around the
~nd barrier where the tnlO~ are .....earing the heavy
woollen Kilmarnoch ca~)
By fall of 1775 al'l'airs were movine to a real head in
ClUlada. Generals Monicomery and Arnold .....ere then
leading several thousand men in an invasion of Can-
ada. (See chart here of their two routes and also
photo of Montcomery studyinC his stralegy).
The Governor of Canada Guy Carelton was in a tight
Jpot at Montreal; for he wrote the Earl of Dartmouth
on September 21st that: "I Ihall spin out mailers as
long as I can, in hope!ll that a good wind may bring us
relief. I send this by Lord Pitl, who has been a spec-
talor to this disa.reeable scene." (lIIst. Sec. Gen.
Staff)
However, Col. Ethan Allan was dispatched against
Montreal in October; bul was taken prisoner. (Light-
hall) Soon Montgomery appeared. Carleton's foree was
not equal to the task and leaving the city the citizens
capitulated. Previous to this Monlgomcry had taken
Fort St. John after a long siege (Garneau). Evidence
i! plentiful Ihat the then Canadians were not loyal;
lor an enemy report through General Wooster is that:
"there is but little confidence to be placed in the
Canadians-they are fond of bein. of the stronge!lt
party". (Coffin).
It was only by a miracle lhat Carleton ever did reach
Quebec. Lieut.-Col. Henry Caldwell wrote General
Murray that "Carleton escaped in a birch canoe'.
Skipper Joseph Bouchette, the ''Wild Pigeon" was per·
luaded to take Carleton on his dash to Quebec. (Wood)
He passed throueh the enemy lines in the night with all
oars mufned (Le Moine), and so it is as Wood says:
"When Carleton. . turned at bay within the walls
of Quebee the British nat waved over less than a
linale one out of the more than one million square
miles that had so recently been included within
the bounda of Canada".
A fair wind was bringine relief! Col. MacLean reach-
ed Quebec with his Newfoundlanders of the Royal
Emigrants lont: before Carleton ,ot there. MacLean
was there on the 12th and Carleton reached it on the
20th Novembe' It i~ summed up by Dr. Lanctot:-
"The schooner from Newfoundland h~ve in sight of
Quebec. , . from her landed forty sturdy Newfound-
land recruits, who briskly marched up to the bar-
racks and signed the mUllter roll of the Royal Emi-
grants. Next day the ''General Thomas" came up
forcin, the pace under every foot of canvas. Ninety
volunteers disembarked and ascended Mountain
Hill Street. Such wu the splendid help extended
10 us by Newfoundland. The Newfoundland con-
lingent doubled the Re,ulars Garrison. Without
the added strenath of the "ahters (they were so to
a man) the town mJ.a:ht have capitulated".
The AMERICAN[NVASION
1775-1776
It has been well said that one new piece of evidence
brought to light can chan,e the pattern of any history.
I have found that men from Newfoundland were at
Quebec lon& before the arrival of the two ship loads
mentioned by the eminent Dominion archivist. Thus a
leiter appeared in the Quebec GueUe from a private h
Captain Johnson'. company which we quote in Plrt
thUIl:-
"When I arrived here on the 5th November last, I
found the place in a most defenceless state. I had
persuaded the Muter of the Vessel I was in to take
on board upwards of one hundred men who were
wailina at Newfoundland for a passage hither. It
was fortunate we did bring these men. for the
greater part of them we:re carpenters and other
artificers, and were of the Crealest sen'ice in repair-
ine our defencea, and making platforms for our
(Continued on pate 38)
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THE BALLAD OF WENDINITHIT
By MARCUS HOPKINS
M \ lL ORDERS GIVEN
PRm.IFT A1TENTION
Then with a leap of sudden
swiftness
F'rom her cruel relentless foe,
Wendinithit's plunge was headlong
In the seethin, rush below,
Maddened waters quit:kly snatched
he<
FlunK her, tossed her, till at last
In the Land-of-Shining-Spiriu,
She had joined her Mendonest.
To the trystin, place they dragged
her,
And there she saw her Mendonest.
On the c::ool Kreen moss he lay there,
An arrow buried in his breast.
o the Krief! and 0 the sorrow!
Welled up from her heart of love.
Silently .he stood and prayed there,
To her pagan god above.
Then one evenine ere the .unset,
(Soon would be the Harvnl-Feast)
Wendinithit left the wigwam,
Stole away to keep a tryst.
Mendonest, she knew, Willi waiti1\£
Where the rapids boil and toss,
In a pinf'-(:n<:;n::led arbour
Carpeted with ,reenest moss..
Without warnin, harsh hands seitl'd
he<
Threw her roughly to the &round.
With leather thronp they quickly
gagced her,
Behind her back her arms were
bound
Painted faces; alien featurelll:
Wendinithit was soon to know
That the eyes of hate about her
Was the dreaded Micmac foe.
Smoking meats and days of
huntmg,
For the Time-of-Snows ahead
Wendinithit's heart was happier
As she cathered m the furs,
Tanning, lItltchina;, fringing
earmentll;
Mendonest would soon be here.
On the Lower Gander reaches,
Beauty lpot of all this world,
Mid the pines and silver birche!!,
Where the restlen waters swirl,
There'll a place called Summer-
Ho_
Beautified by Nature's hand;
Kept by her in fond remembrance
Of Wendinithit .. (Shining-Sand).
Came the time of Indian Summer,
Colours brown and cold and red;
But to win his Wendinithit,
first he had to prove his worth;
Tell her father all the tribe lore
Handed to him since his birth;
!3how his skill as hunter, fisher;
Wise in ways 01 every bellllt:
This accomplished he would have
....
At the Tribal Harvest-Feast.
With an inborn skill and patience,
Spurred by love 01 Indian maid,
Builder's craft and art 01 hunting
To her father were displayed.
Weather wisdom: tribe traditions;
Versed in all was Mendonest.
In her father's e}'e found favour,
(Come-from-the·Sky) h4d met the
.....
And he loved young Wendinithil
With II love beyond compare,
('rooned to her an Indian love song,
All he stroked her raven hair.
Paddling softly on the river
In his sturdy bark canoe,
Or in the forest's deepest shadows,
Told her of a love most true.
There amid the sheltering forest,
In the winter, cold lind bleak,
Sang light-hearted Wendinithlt
In her !ather's mamateek.
And when summer spread her
savours
Wafted on the whispering breeze.
Wendinithit's heart was happy,
Singing with the biMs and beeL
On the Lower Gander reaches.
Beauty spot of all this world,
Mid the pines and silver birches.
Where the restle5:!l waters swirled,
In the days before the White Man
Raised his devastating hand,
Dwelt a young Boothuck maiden,
Wendinithit . (Shining-Sand).
For this dusky Indian maiden
Felt within her pagan breast,
Something pulsing, somethinc
throbbing,
Whene'er she gazed on Mendone!!l.
Strong and stalwart; like an eagle:
Lithe of limb, and keen of eye:
Little wonder that they called him,
Mendonest. (Come-from-the·Sky).
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ST. JOHN'S
Three popular lillinq6,
All ready to uae,
though it does not pretend 10
cover all the vernacular names of
plants used in Newfoundland:"
The flrst section of thu brochure
hiTlis up to dale the knowledge of
the distribution on the lSland of
"ewfoundland of the genus Dryas
(ROPceae) and it is interesting to
r.ote thai H. M. S, Lewin of the
Bowalen CorporalJon, Corner Brook
I.as been honoured by having til new
"!,bnd of Dryas named after him-
OTyas X L.ewinii Rouleau for his
poeat interest and assistance in the
,,'ork of the botanist.
The K'COnd !iection deak with
Newfoundland Vernacular Plant
'·:ame. together with the species
r,nd families and the third gi\·es til
check-list of the Vascular plants of
Newfoundland
This is not til booklet for the
.-.mateur but, rather, as the author
",ys "'or the biologist or tourist
\l.slllna: the i.$land:·
In 1948 Dr. Rouleau received a
Guuenhl!'im Foundation Fellowship
tnd in following years his studies
Y-ere suported by the Nuffleld
"'oundalion and by the Natural Re-
~arch Council, The Wildlife Di\"-
DISTRIBUTORS
and you won't bave a better pie
PIE FilLING,
than when usinq AVON BRAND
• APPLE
For Delicious Pies
Ask For AVON
MITCHELL AGENCIES, LIMIT
There's nothinq lilte a Good Pie lor your De...nl
7S WATER ST_
This summer teams of students
f.om Memorial University are visit-
'ng various communities in Ne"'·
fuundland in an effort to gather
r-ome of the unwritten stories of
loventure and hardship of hiswflcal
~ignificance for the records.
The Genus Dryas (Rasacue)
In Newfoundland.
U. Some Newfoundland Verna-
c-ular Plant names..
ill. A cbeck.list of the Vascular
Plants.
By Ernest Rouleau, Curator of the
Marie-Victarum Herbarium Uni-
versite de Montreal_ Botanical In-
slitute 4101 5herbrooke 5t East,
Montreal 36, Que.
In an introductory note Dr
Rouleau says: "Durinl IJ. sum-
men of botanizing th(" author has
assembled much data about New.
found1and plant lore. It has been
thought that the present li.$t
might be useful to blOlogisu ani
tourists visiting the island, al-
WE HAVE RECEIVED-
NEW BOOKS
A~a~~:n~ :~:~~i~n, ~;:~~u~i~~
tory of labour here durillJ the earlr
}'ears of settlement has been writ
len by C. R. Fay, M.A., D.Se., and
published under the title "Life and
Labour in Newfoundland" (Univ
of Toronto Press, 1956). This book
il< now on sale in city book stores I.
(at Dicks at $2.751.
Dr. Fay visited here for St'v("ral
SUJnmt'rs and durinl hIS vi.$ils spent
ronsiderab1e lim(" In the Labrador
tloing resean:h from th(" rl!'COrds of
th(" Moravian Misalonaries. who had
been establi.$hed in Labrador for
fJ\'("r two centuries.
Dr Fay, formerl)' Professor of
l.conomic: HIStory, Umverslty of
Toronto, i.$ profealOr ("m("ritus of
Cambridg(" Univ("f'llty, and IS now
a membrr of the HIStorical RC'-
search Board of M("morial Univer-
~;ty
He also h8ll done a Ireat deal of
research in the Chann("1 Islands
~howing the Impact made by the
considrable trade and commerce
(arried on between the Channel is-
lands and Newfoundland in the
("ally days of settlement, and that
many of th(" place-names had their
('rigin from thai association
This book based on lectures de-
I~vered at Memorial University in
1954 gives an account of life anc
labours during the carly years or
settlement, and some of the facts
givcn are from records which were
gathered in his researches during
bis visits here for several summers.
He spent considl'rable tIme doing
research from the records of the
Moravian missionaries, who bav\.;
been established in Labrador for
more than two centuries, and from
Hudson's Bay records in London,
som(" of whicb were not known to
exist until hiS vlSit here
He urged during his lectures that
Newfoundland("rs make every effort
10 get a record of hlSwric facts and
accounts of well known Newfoun.l-
land stories from the older resi-
dents of the Island before the
.,tories are lost.
DurillJ the past two years a team
('I professors from Memorial Uni-
versity worked through the sum-
mer vacalions on historical research
and visited England, Mainland Can-
.da and the United States for the
purp»e of searchin, records
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THE FACTS ABOUT
Origin of The
Newfoundland
Historical Society
The Newfoundland Historical
Society had its orilin in a meeting
convened in the Judges' chambers
Nov. 30, 1905. Idea of forming the
Society originated with Han. J. J.
Rogerson.
Attending the first meeting were:
His Lordship Bishop Jones, Revs.
Canon Pilot, Canon Smith, Revs
Hark Fenwick, W. T. Dunn and J.
J. Thackeray; Hon. E. P. Morris, Sir
J. S. Winter, Hon. J. J. Rogerson,
J Skelton and J. Harvey; Messrs
G. H. Dicki1U<ln, M A. Devine, W
G. Gosling, J. P. Howley. W. F.
Lloyd, C. MacPherson, P. T. Mc-
Grath, A. J. McNeilly, I. C. Morris,
W. J. Scott, H. F. Shortis, J. L. Slat-
tery. W. Smith, J. Alexander Robin-
~n and J. W, Withers. Canon Pilot
was elected ?raident. None of the
first members sun'ive
nurse at the Grenfell H05Pltal at
~t. Anthony, whose late husband
had been the doctor on this 1,000-
nile dangerous shore, and ,Ioried in
the work--and died at It after only
two years.
'"Go there first and 1ft' for your-
f"elf before makinl up your mind,"
Jean adv~ him.
So Dave and an Eskimo chum
travelled north by schooner and
cog-team from Battle Harbour to
the lip of Chidley. They lived in
igloos. ate Polar bear and narwa!,
fought the wolves, hunted the cari-
bou and the "sea cananes" (white
whale), got lost at sea, and Dave
f')ught for his very life with a roar-
109, avenging giant bull "Hood"
determined to get him. All tho;>
while he gets to know the Eskimos
-the cheerfulest, friendliest people
on earth-and among the cleverest.
Dave makes his decision. He tells
the Tunit chief-"Yes, I'll be back!"
While on the caribou hunt beyond
tounaingoak ("no ending"), Dave
piCks up a couple of mining c1airru
that wilJ pay all those university
rees and pay his mother's debts and
keep her comfortable for life.
"Ho! for the Labrador" is an ad-
\enture story for boy. In a setting
that will thrill )'Ol,lng readers.
JOHN CLOUSTON, LTO.
172 DUCKWORTII ST. ST. JOliN'S
DIAL ,·os-n
LENNOX
ASKA SALES LTO.
38 Prucott Str~t.
Sl. John',
We Weloome Your EDquiries
3% and 7Y2speeds
2-.peed.no.... tility.Sbocl.kDOb
coatl'Ol.M.tcbed'~,JMr­
font.ed.,..for~~cn.­
tributioa..Rec:ordoI..-or2bour1
pw7",...,1 ac>cordi.., to ta~.P"d­
S.utifully.'yled-. CompleUl
withmicropbor>e.reda,eue.
~~ Sa- .. at-o with
The REVERE Tape Recorder
is an a~pted part of School,
College and Uninrsit)'
EqulpmenL
Distributed by
li61_
A1EW2s;l>EElJ
Reuere
T-nOO
..BoI-c.dr...•
TAPE HeGIiER
"Uo! for tbe Labr.tdor"
r)' James Skelton.
(Stockwell Ilfracombe, Devon
lb. 6d.)
DAVE MACRAE, of the Isle of
5~)"e, a Boy Scout, and sole support
d his widowed mother-desplte the
fact that he has no money to pay
I,..niversity fees-is determined to be
1 doctor like the late Sir Wilfred
Grenfell, and like him practice
medicine on the stormy Labrador
coast.
Dave comes out to Newfoundland,
and consults with his sisler, Jean, a
lSion of the Dept. of Mines and He-
!oClurcn also gives a grant for this
work. Dr. Rouleau hopes to "''Tite
l. comprehell$ive work an New-
f"undland flora and will also write
a book for use in the schools of
t'e"'·foundland.
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[jau~1
HAVE you ever heard a dogowner scold his Of her pet.,
somethin, like this: "Corne alonl,
Peter--don't drag so much. We
must ,et to the lihops before one"
or "For Heaven's sake keep still,
when I'm trying to put your collar
on". Silly, isn't it? I wonder
though how many of us have talked
to our dogs in this conversational
manner, and have expected him to
know what we are driving at? I
know I have myself at times.
I suppose there may be a canine
genius who can understand and acl
upon upwards of 100 words of com-
mand, but most doggy Tail-Waggers
can recognise only a few distinct
worlD and phrases. Of these, the
most important ones, which your
dog lhould be taught to recognise
c..arly in life, are "GOOD DOG" and
"BAD DOG", or ''COOD JACK"
and "BAD JACK". It is quite ob-
\'iow when you should use either of
these phrases. but remem~r that
the tODe in which )'ou say them i$
very important; this gives a real
due to your pet. Any dog is very
sensitive to a scolding voice. Other
words of command your dog should
be tau,ht very early are "SIT" and
"DOWN" and "HEEL". The "SIT"
position i$, of course, on the hind-
quarters, whilst the "DOWN" posi-
tion is lying at full length. Your
dog should later be taught also to
• STAY" in the "SIT" position. In
teaching all these movement!!, re·
member your pet's limitations, and
make the lessons short and be pat-
ient with him. In every case when
first teaching him these commands,
the word of command should be
given durin, the movement. This
may sound Irish, but it's good sense.
For the "SIT", )'ou should lently
and firmly press your dog's hind-
quarters to the ground, and as he
links down you should say "SIT".
The same applies to the "DOWN"
position. M lOOn as he completes a
movement satisfactorily, don't for-
I'et always to praise him by grlnl'
"GOOD DOG".
T('achilli to walk to the "HEEL"
position (which, by the way, is with
your dOl'S nOS(' near your left
knee) will take slightly longer, and
!II rather more complicated. (Any
normal pet-mine induded!-finds
10 many other things to occupy hi$
attention when out walking). A
Ion, cord is ~tter than a lead for
teachina: to walk to "HEEl". Hold
this cord loosely in the rilM hand,
if it is to th(' left sid(' that you
wish your dog to "HEEL". Allow
the cord to pass across the front of
your body.
The principle of tramin, your
clog to "HEEL" is really very
simple. If he starts to walk ahead
of you. turn away in a circular
movem('nt (a clockwise turn) to-
wards the hand in which you hold
the cord. If he lags ~hind, turn in
a circular movement the opposite
way. In each case, by doing this,
)'ou will find that this automatically
brings him back to the correct
"HEEL" position. The word of
command "HEEL" must of course
be given when these movement!! are
rarried out.
You can quite see that you can't
teach the "HEEL" on a pavement!
A quiet open space is best: a ten-
nis court is ideal Please keep all
other words that you may teach
)-our dOl short and memorable.
Avoid teaching him words with
similar vowel sounds like ''MEAT''
and "SPEAK". Above an, look at
the expression in his eyes when you
are instructing him. He wants to
please you 50 much: be patient with
him. and praise him always when
h" does well.
Th. T>oll_W........ C...., '- __ '~lII>hool
~ ''''" T>oU_Wunro' CI~b. au-aM G_ In!::.•~:U')I:'-'~I·oIY:1.<t;>:....:: ~
~::~~m'n~o, E-;:'u:;~Ia~"'::~'~:'~
",",.ten Tela,tv. to the ••11 , "'.n I,
t..lnln"o.f<!Odlnlf of 7<>U """ld ...
••nt dlreel to TIwt T.U_W • Club, .d_
d._ ...bov.....d"olnlf mlMd......
d..-.d ...,v.lopef"• ..,pl•.
THE CROSSROADS
OF DECISION
There's a point where two roads
cross-and here we must decide. No
tilnpo:st points the right direction-
none is there to guide ... One way
looks a pleasant path__ smooth ano
easy street, many take this turn-
illl, but it leads them to Defeat.
The other lead!! to Victory ..• but
roulh it is and long. None dare take
II but Ihe bral-e, the steadfast and
the skon,. Crosses mark the mile-
stones where some precious ground
was gained----and every Itone upon
the track with martyr's blood is
stained.
YES ...
We Can Give You
If you are thinking of installing
one of our ~autiful. luxurious
WALL·To-WALL
CARPETS
"Our expert craftsmen
are at your service"
WE SPECIALIZE
in mak1ll1
DRAPES &
BEDSPREADS
Choose from a vast selection of
the finest materials.
YOUR ROOM
will be the envy of all your
neighbors.
Phone, Call or Write
1I0ME FURSIStIINGS DEPT
THE HUB
RAWLll"S' CROSS
St. John's
PIIO~E:S:
'06'
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FRESH and FROZEN FRUITS and VEGETABLES
Swanson's TV Dinners - Campbell's Frozen Soups
WRITING WITH LIGHT
There were many acceuories for
sensitizing and developin( the plate.
A complete apparatla consisted of
the box-like camera, a box for
plates. a box for lumin, them, a box
for holding the plate during de-
\elopment over hot mercury, a box
for chemicals, an alcohol lamp, a
~vatl.l1a for holding the lamp, and a
Hi box to hold everything. Such
en outfit weighed a hundred pounds
and cost 400 franC'S-$80 in the ex-
change of 1839. For 400 francs you
('()uld eat three meals a day for two
whole months.
When new gelatin dry plates ear,
on the market in the early 1880's
the outfit was reduced to one in-
strument-the camera. The ne.....
plates could be ex~ and de-
\·eloped. any time. Then, in 1884,
the invention by George Eastman of
the gelatin roll film, revolutionized
photography within the memory of
living man. Today, photography is
still expanding, new fields are being
tOnstantly explorC'd, and moderl";
photgraphic equipmC'nt, processes
und skill now open the door to the
amateur and professional through
which can come unsurpassed repro-
ductions of many kinds. The artir.t
will always transcend his materiaLi.
The camera will learn even better,
to "write with light."-From a Pro-
\-incial Paper Folder.
around 1806. Some are still in use.
By the use of a prism suspended
over a drawing board, the operator
could see an object ahead of him
and on his drawing paper at the
5llme time. His pencil was guided
by the image
The daguerreotype, forerunner of
today's multiple purpose films and
photographs was born at the turn
of the 19th century, and the 18lbo·
type was the flnlt photographic
prints on paper to have the image
t'eveloped. Prior to 1840 thE-)' I'l .. l
only needed "flxing."
Daguerre and Fox Talbot used
these cameras to sketch with be-
cause they coaldn't draw pictW"C$
..... ithout some kind of mechanical
loid They both came, eventually, to
the same idea: why not n:"COrd the
image by chemicsl means?
Daguerre announced his "dag-
uerreotype" on Jsnuary 7, 1839;
Talbot showed his "photogenic
drawings" three weeks later and
wrote publicly how to make them.
Daguerre kept his secret unlil Aug-
ust 9th, 1839, whC'n the French gOIl-
e~nment offered him a life long pen-
Il!on.
InowCrop
FROZEN FOODS
Another mechanical substitute for
lhe ability to draw was the camera
lucida. The camera lueida was a
mechanical contrivance for enhanc-
ing the artisb' skill and speeding
his .....ork. Originated in England
THE wonl photogTaphy comes tous from two Greek warch
.....hich mean, essentially, to WTilp
with light. The word camera ties
cl()5ely into these subjects, for it
means anything arched (presumably
to house the operation of "writing
with iight"). The camera was first
a full-sized room, big enough to ac-
commodate a man inside. They
called it a camera obscura. Th\:
camera obscura was one of man's
~uccessful attempts to use optics
lind mathernatid to solve the artis '
f.erspective problems. First record-
ed in 1553. Leonardo da Vinci de-
scribed it that way, 50 have early
books on magic and Optid. Soon it
cli.me to be made u a portable
box, with a piece of pound gllS:!l set
over a 45 degree mirror. It sold by
art supply dealenl in the 18th cen-
tury to people who wanted an easy
and exact way to draw, the image
being traced by hand onto thin
paper.
QUALITY FROZEN PRODUCTS
LIFE
COMPLETE LINE ISLAND·WIDE COVERAGE By Ida W. Thomas
FOOD DISTRIBUTORS (NFLO.) LTD.
P. O. Box E·I287 'Phone 4507 SI. John's
Storm and sunshine, day by day
Sharing burdens, when we may;
Giving comfort, soothing pain,
Bringing gladness, faith regain.
Love and sorrow, joy and grief,
Hope, ambition, death, relief.
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HANDLINERS
by L. E. F. ENGLISH, M.B.E.,
Curator of the Newfoundland MU!leum
Dawn nines on dew drenched slopes her coat of gray.
The headland murmurs ill low rote of pain,
A lazy swell swings up the outer bay.
Fast footsteps ,rate a10DS a stony lane.
In nether cove whert' ripples lap the sands
Our buoyant boats $OOn thrill to tread of feet,
And pu~ to .!Itroke of oar by sturdy hands
As round the Point the risi", sun we ,reel.
Loud gulls at" wheelinl where late caplin lie
In ,loomy ,ulch beneath the beetlin, Head.
Sheave Inward, let the Jwirlin, Cll$lnet Oy
And fill to horn from base of circling lead.
Out. and away to ledae. The crap"el lower
To 10nl accusl.cmed marb our fathers teach:
The Tickle openin, on the farther shore,
The Point to White Serape in the Western Rellch.
The nun, lines .ink as tuhers bend and wait
With sinews tensely strun, and bated breath.
We sprin, to attlon that knows no abate
While big fish slap the ,anllboard beat of death
The spurt has slatktned. IXJI'f oiled hats in prayer.
The locker birth fire steams with bnwis ,alore
And piper switthel, our forefathers' fare.
Lord! Fishin,'s aood when schools rome near the shore.
Oh! Sunny hours of Au,ust afternoons!
At squidding ground boats cluster row on row.
We dote or yam or sinll lSea shanty tunes
Till t"Omes the rousin, call "Squid Ho! Squid Ho:"
What joy at dusk the liahts of home to _,
The aood Wife's pnde to wholea;.me meal prepare,
The rompin, children climb their father's knee,
The baby's smile at anlle!'S whisper then.
But calm and sumhine are not ours for aye.
Poor John was drowned In last September's aale.
We strive to keep the hunaer woil away,
Cheer lonely widow, hush the orphan wail
Oh! Welcome rest of Sabbath set apart.
Folk meet in hilltop church they love so well.
How softly faUs upon the tired heart
The soothIna summons of a vesper bell,
The preacher reads the Sermon on the Mount,
"Nearer, my God, to Thee" the choir !linas.
We hope and trust, Lord, at the final rount
We're reekoned faithful over little things.
IINDIA BEER
Brewed from the choicest of imported and Canadian
materials.
The trend IS definitely to "INDIA"
(Not Inserted by the Board of Liquor Control)
~.MJ_,_~/.II,........t-, ...-;", •.-
_ ..........__....,,_.~........<:...F.
Do yout part to help Canada do Iter pOI'fI
Royal Canadian Air Force
I *1-:==-====1
IICT NOW -MIlIL THIS COVPON TOOIIY
or (on.vftttt.e-Covn""or"'yovrlloeON.f
A.C.A,F.ltftrvitlnl Cenn.
117 Wat".. Strut _ St. John's
EJ)IJCAT10S~IIn'k__,_.).••
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A HISTORY OF TRINITY
By WILLIAM WHITE
TH~i5~I.d:~~~te~a:~S;~t=:~:;~ ~::~a~:~es::c~
:~~~O~~~hcek ..I~~e~; ;:~e~:h;r~~~~:~uO:~h~r;;~
pel in Foreign Parts" for a missionary.
The Society immediately responded to the prayer of
their request by sending to them the Rev. Robert Kil-
patrick, with a salary of 30 pounds per annum, which I
understand was augmented by the Chun::h people of
Trinity. Rev. ft. Kilpatrick remained at Trinity but a
short time, when he was removed to New York. About
1736 he again left New York and returned to Trinity,
"..here he remained until his death in 1741.
During Mr. Kilpatrick's missionary labours, he at-
tended to the spiritual wcHare of the whole of Trinity
Bay. from Old Perhean to English Harbour. After !hI'
death of Rev. R. KIlpatrick, the Rev. Henry Jones. who
was appointed to Bonavista in 1726, came to Trinity a.!I
missionary until the Rev. 8<'njamin Lindsay came here
in 1749. After Mr. Lindsay's death in 1760, the Rev.
James Balfour was appointed to Trinity in 1765, with
Old and New Perlican and &navista attached to his
spiritual duties. He laboured in this extensive terri-
tory until 1774, when he was transferred to Harbour
Grace to succeed Rev. Mr. Coughlan who vacated his
magistrate, poor commissioner and land .urveyor. He
died in 1819. He was belo\'ed and lamented by all
with whom he had come in contact. "The rights of men
were sacred in his view" and "he greeted with a smile."
the untutored native of our New Found Isle. One of the
great blessings of the world, viz, that of vaccine, was
first used in Trinity by Rev. John Clinch, who, before
he came to Newfoundland, was a medical co-worker
with the great and world-famed Dr. Jenner
The remains of Rev. Benjamin Lindsay, Rev. Robert
Kilpatrick and Rev. John Clinch are resting peacefully
in our churchyard and their souls are resting in the
Paradise of God.
Speaking of the th~ intennents of departed clergy
remind5 me that our old cemetery (the churchyard as it
was formerly called) must be over 200 years old. Many
of the epitaphs on the tombstones are obliterated by
a,e, but the oldest I can trace is that of Francis Squibb
which dates back to 1736. The epitaph on it reads as
follows:
"Behold and see as you pass by,
As you are now so once was I,
As I am now .0 must you be,
Prepare thyself to follow me."
'The story goes, that some wag was passing by Mr.
Church duties in 1773, and became the first Wesleyan
Methodist Clergyman in Newfoundland. Our church
register conflicts with Harvey's text book in these
dates of Wesleyan inception as Rev. Lawrel1l.'e Cough-
lan was representin, the Church of En,land until 1773
or 1774 and not 1765, ll$ Harvey and Pro\\o'We state.
Vaednt" First Used
Re\'. John Clinch, missionary and medical doctor,
was appointed to Trinity in 1783. His missionary work
extended all the way from Bay de Verde to Greens-
pond. He laboured in the cause of Christianity for
both body and soul for 36 years. Those were the days
before "Emancipation", and all the above mentioned
clergymen christened, married and buried "all sorts
and conditions of men, women and children," as the old
IJarish register of 51. Paul's testifies, Rev, John Clinch
had the reputation of being clergyman, medical doctor,
Squibb's tombstone shortly after it was erected, and
after reading the above epitaph, wrote underneath it
the following low humour: "To follow you I'm not con-
tent until I know which way you went."
The old cemetery contains the remains of all and
sundry of English, Irish and Scotch, as St. Paul'. reg-
ister bears the record of all interments there since
1753. On October 29th, 1788, John August, a native
Indian, and servant of Jeffery & Street, merchants,
Willi interred, Repeatedly there are interments with-
out even giving their names e.,. "A servant of Benja-
man Lesters." "A Roman Catholic stranger." Again "A
servant man who was found drowned under Mr.
Street's wharf." In 178!l, May 8th, 11th and 14th Joseph
Hines, William Harbin and John Lege, respectively,
servants of Thomas Street were interred. Such en-
tries Illi these would lead one to think that a Wilber-
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force might find food for reflection in Trinity in those
days.
In 1792 the people of Trinity collected £191.6.6. for
repairs to old 51. Paul'. Church which was built about
1730.
The following are the names of the clergymen who
have attended to the spiritual needs of the three
churches dedicated to 51. Paul since the establish-
ment of Christianity in Trinity viz:
Rev. Robert Kilpatrick, 1730-1741; Re,'. Heney Jones,
1741-1749; Rev. Benjamin Lindsay, 1749-1760; Rev.
James BaUour, 176~1774; Rev. John Clinch, 1783-1818
(M.D.); Rev. Aubrey Spencer, 1820-1821, afterwards
first Bishop of Newfoundland, appointed 1839; Rev.
William Bullock, 1822-1841; Rev. Otto Weeks of Heart's
Content, pro tern; Rev. George Dodsworth, missionary,
Bonavi.sta, pro tem; Rev. William Nisbett officiated here
1832 and 1834; Rev. H. H. Hamilton took service in
1836. The above 4 c1eclYmen were visitors here during
Rev. Wm. Bullock'. incumbency; Rev. David Martin,
assistant minister and school master, 1840; Rev. Thomas
Boone, 1841; Rev. John Melville Martin, 1842; Rev.
Henry James Fitzgerald. ~.A., Rural Dean and Eccles-
iastic Commissary from 1842 to 1848; Rev. T. T. Jones
officiated at St. Paul'. about .ix months in 1847; Rev.
Bertram Jones was priest in c:hacge about one year,
1847; Rev. Thomas M. Wood was appointed cec:tor in
1848 and laboured here until 1853, when he removed to
St. Thomas'. Church, 51. John'.; IWv. W. G. Crouch was
at St. Paul'. a few montl15; Rev. Benjamin Smith lab-
oured in Trinity and Trinity Bay from 1854 to 1876; Rev.
G. H. Bishop, afterwards Canon, officiated during the
winter of 1673; Rev. Henry Dunfield became inc:umbent
until 1880, when he received a call to St. Thomas's,
St. John'. (1876); Rev. Charles Hugh Foster was with
us from 1881 to 1882, when he and his young bride
being only two or three days married, were lost on
the "5.5. Lion" on 6th January, 1882, when coming
from St. John's to Trinity; Rev. Walter R. Smith suc-
ceeded Rev. C. H. Foster four months. He was follow-
ed by Mr. F. W. Colley, Cathechist, who came in
March, 1882, and remained at St. Paul's until 26th of
April. Rev. H. C. H. Johnson was appointed in May,
1882, and remained until 1889. Rev. Wm. Weaver suc-
ceeded Rev. H. C. H. Johnson, and remained as Incum-
bent from 1889 to 189.5. Rev. Frank Smith (Canon) was
one of the oul.lltanding Rectors of St. Paul's from 1895
to 1899; Rev. W. C. Booth, visitor; Rev. Herbert Bloom-
field, 1900; Rev. Harold Wilson from 1901 to 1903; Rev.
John H. Bone from 1903 to 19M; Rev. W. C. Hollands
rrom 1904 to 1912; Rev. W. W. Clarkson from 1912 to
1913; Rev. H. V. Whitehouse from 1913 to 1915; Rev. C.
M. Sticking. from 1916 to 1923; Rev. E. P. Hiscock,
B.A., from 1923 to 1929; Rev. H. Torraville, L,Th., nom-
inated 1930.
CJlURCtlES
During the past 200 years, Trinity has had three
Churches dedicated to 51. PaUl. I have no record of the
buildin, of the tint St. Paul'., which I presume was
built about the year 1729 or 1730, when the Rev. Robert
Kilpatrick was appointed to Trinity; but I have in my
posse$Iion a record or tile Surrogate Court visiting
Trinity in 1812, and at the dosing of the court, the
Grand Jury was commanded by the court to visit. in-
spect and report on the condition of the church, and
the report was, "that they found the church jn a very
dilapidated state, and recommended immediate repairs."
In 1820 the second St. Paul'. was begun, and under
the able superintendence of IWv. Wm. Bullock, with
Mr. Mullett as master workman the church was fin-
ished; on the 17th June 1827 It was consecrated by the
Lord Bishop or Nova Scotia. At the Consecration the
hymn "We love the place 0 God" was sung from manu.
script for the lint time. It was written by the Rev.
Wm. Bullock here in Trinity, no doubt veflle by verse
as 51. Paul's Church was begun, continued and com-
pleted, as each verse SU"ests, viz. We love the place;
we love the hou.se; we love the font; we love thine altar.
Rev. Bullock was a poet of no mean order, as his book
or poems, which i.s still extant, goes to prove.
The third and present St. Paul'. was begun in 1892,
under the supenntendence or Rev. William Weaver,
with Mr. Marshall as the buildinl contractor. It was
consecrated by His Lordship Bishop Jones on the 13th
November, 1894_
Among the many ClerIYman who gave their faithful
lind devoted services to St. Paul'. Church he.re, and
\\-ere connected with the life and a:rowth of the Church
in Trinity; there are four who ace deserving of special
mention, whose names ace known throughout the
world, viz: Rev. Aubrey Spencer, the ficst Lord Bishop
of Newfoundland, Rev. John Clinch, who was the
first man to brinl vacc:ine to Newfoundland. and to
use it in Trinity; Rev. WillJam Bullock, who wrote the
hymn '"We love the place, 0 God, wherein Thine honour
dwelb" and the Rev. W. C. White-a Trinity man---
who became the flnt native Billhop of Newfoundland.
Trinity, besides having the oldest Church Register,
dating back to 1753 or 1755, has probably the first and
oldest Church Bell in Newfoundland. It was presented
to St. Paul's Church by Mr. Robert Slade or Poole,
f.ngland in 1833.
-----
Seldom can the heart be lonely,
If it seek a lonier still,
Self-forgetting, seeking only
Emptier cups of love to f1.11.-SeI.
ACME-
ESSENCES
AND
SYRUPS
"ACME" Brand Producta are makinq new
friend. daily. you can be aura that you are
qettinq the baIt your money can buy if the
"Acme" laballa your quide. Specify "Acme"
and be aure. "Acme" products are manu-
factured in Newfoundland by
T. McMURDO & CO., LTD.
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REHABILITATION
HELPING THE HANDICAPPED TO HELP
THEMSELVES
• MEDICAL AND VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT
• MEDICAL TREATME~I
• COUNSELLING AND GUIDANCE
• TRAINING IN TRADES AND PROFESSIONS
• PLACEMENT IN SUITABLE EMPLOYMENT
Th~ services an!' available to handicapped per,;on who are l<Lnct'rely mterested
in m.. king the best possible use of their abilities.
The most important factor in rehabilitation is the alti-
tude uf the disabled penon
Succes.~ful rehabilitatiOln can be achieved only when
the peril'" with a di<abihty'
• RECOGNIZES HIS LIMITATiONS AND ACCEPTS CHEERFULLY WHAT
CANNOT BE CHANGED---
• SETS HIMSELF A REASONABLE GOAL AND ENLISTS THE AID OF THOSE
WHO ARE TN A POSITION TO HELP H1M-
• CO-OPERATES TO THE BEST OF HIS ABILITY WITH THOSE WHO ARE
TRYING TO ASSIST IN HIS REHABILITATION
It's ABILITY That COUNTS-NOT DISABILITY
For further information, write
Rehabilitation Division
Department of Health
P. O. Box E5250
St. John's, Nfld.
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HARBOUR GRACE IN AND AROUND 1852
By (MRS.) MAY DAVIS
Newfoundland's foftll'lost Distributors of Fine Foods
EARLE SONS & CO., LTD.
M~LARENS(i. .~",,,., 0' ,,'"iii';~." r MEANS QUALITY ON~. ..!..'.! YOUR TABLE I ,! " ,I
Peanut Butter
ST. JOHN'S
• Liver Pllste
• Meat Balls and Gravy
• Bonell'$ll Chicken
• Boneless Turkey
Catholic people, was the rect'ption
Cif a nun (Miss Flynn) into the
Sisterhood of the Presentation
Order. It was the first ceremon}
0' its kind to be held at Harbou!'
rorace (February 2nd) and drew iI
[ar,e concourse of people to the
ccene.
While writmg of Important event.,;
of these days, it may be interesting
to gi\·e an account of the annual
meetine of the Benevolent Irish
Society \a.·hlch tool< place in the
Commercial RooI1l.ll on February 17th.
Dr. Sterline was m the chair. Three
roew members were lint ad!nitted.
The routine of the eeneral bus-
mesa being completed, the Verv
Rev. Charll!$ Dalton handed te~
pounlh to the Society, as a bequest
from their late Chairman of Char-
ity, Mr. T Dunford. By the Treas-
urll'r'lII report, It was learned that
sixty-four pounds, eichleen shillings
had bet'n expended in oatmeal,
n'~rnmeal, molasses and tea, thereby
, .. lievin,c the distress of 307 desli~
• Devilled Ham
• Devilled Spread
• Ham, Veal and Tongue Spread
• Ham, Veal and Tomato Spread
• Veal, Pork and Chicken Spread
WATER STREET
The ceremonies being ended, Dr
Mullock proceeded to deliver an ad·
dress, at the conclusion of which. a
subscription for defraying the ex-
penses of the building, was opened.
and the sum of five hundred pounds
1< wards this object was contributed
e-n the spot:'
(This Cathedral, which was burn-
ed down in 1889 wu a most beauti-
ful structure and for many years
lIl'as a pride to people residmg at
Barbour Grace).
Bishop MuUock had arrived at
Harbour Grace a week prevIous,
coming from Portugal Cove in
Doyle's Packet. He was accompan-
ied by the nuns destined for Car-
bonear. A telegraphic despatch
having announced his departure
from S1. John's, the Benovelent
Irish Society was in waiting and
attended His Lordship to the resi-
dence of the Parish Priest, the Very
Rev. Charles Dalton.
Another ceremony of very ereat
i-lterest especially to the Roman
T~n:~~~a~~~~ere~:r:~~::~i:
t:-oops which had, for some time,
heen stationed at Harbour Grace.
Relll:ardin, their removal, a pub-
lic meelin, was held, in protest at
the Courthouse. Mr. John Mun 1
.....as in the chair, and Mr, St. John
acted U secretary, Present also
were Messrs. Ridley. Deveraux,
John Stark, John Hayward, Thomas
"iUins and Dry.\ldale
Althou,h a rftOlution was made
Uult a petition be $li"nt to the au-
lhorille.\l askin, that the troop'\! be
I..ept here, the only result was that
their removal was delayed until
.:'unr 2nd. At that time, an addres.i
of farewell W8.\l made to Lieut..
Henry McMahon Ed,ar, the olYict'r
In command here, and this was
rigned by many raidentll.
After the departure of the Militia,
n local Company was formed, the
principal men of the town tIlking
rart in it, Some of the officers named
in the record.ll were, John Hayward,
Robert Moore and Robert Munn.
They held meetings reJUlarly and
(-onducted drill in true army fashion
For many years, uniforms worn by
them remained in this town, and
were popular u CO$tumes when car-
nival.s took place
On June 2nd, 1852, tbe following
,,('Count of a very intl'resllne cere-
mony was written in the "Weekly
l!erald" of which W, St. John was
the proprieor. We re[er to the lay-
'ng of the Cornf'r Stonf' of the new
Placf' of Worship being erf'Cted for
the Roman Catholic congregation at
Hr, Grace.
"The Corner Stone of the new
Place of Worship to be erected for
the Roman Catholics of thi.s town
wall laid on Monday last, May 31st
I:'y the Right Rev. Dr. Mullock, as·
sisted by several subordinate cler~·.
AI ten in the forenoon. a procession
was formed at Cochrane Street,
which, havin, pf'rambulated through
the town for about an hour, arrived
at the site of the new building, eas'
of the Court House Road, in the
followin, order
School boys, with flap, two by
two, Silk Banner, bearing full por-
trait of Very Rev. Father Matthew,
Temperance Band, Irish Flag, Bene-
volent Society, Union Jack, Inhabi·
tants, with flap of merchantile es-
tablishments, two and two.
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tute people. Thirty additional pounds
~ ere then voted, .mI the rollow1fl&
lesolution was put and carried un·
enimously:"That thcir uttermost
thanb be extended to the Rev
Charles Dalton, ~v. John Dalton,
and Rev. John Cumminis for their
leal in promotina: the be!it interests
of this Society." Votes of thanks
were also paS!led to John Munn
Ridley & Sons, Wm. Donnelly (then
8t Spaniard's Bay), and James Cor-
mack of Bay Roberts for their
annual subscriptions
A vote 01 thanks wu passed to
Mr5. Charles O'Kefe for the use of
her room, she havini refU5ed re-
I~uneration 01 any klDd. Thanks
'Aere extended to Daniel Green, Esq
and to his son, Capt. Green fo:
annual subscnptions, the same to
Mr. Allan, an En,lishman, for his
amount, and to Mr. Wm. St. John,
proprietor 01 the Weekly Herald lor
/\ill irelt interest in their work.
William Sterlina, M.D., was reo
elected President; John Fitzgerald
re-elected Vice·President; Thomas
Power, P. Devereaux, John Fennell,
Pierce Maker and J. B. Drysdale
were elected to various offices.
c..... c..,,"x.o-lMIl, c...
C, 1...01.'1 Ge~rae McDonnell, C.B.,
was a member of the Glenaarry fam_
Ily 0 fthat name, born in 1770. After
servin. in the King's Reliment and
9.ttaininl the rank of Captain, he
orlanlzed in 1811 the Glengarry
Lllht Infantry and became its Major.
He was appointed Lieut.-Colonel and
commander and dislinluished him-
.~U by the capture of Ogdensburg
in February, 1813. For hb brilliant
service. at the battle of Chateau-
laay he was awarded the C.B. Ilnd
a i"ld medal. He became Lieut.-
Coknel of the i9th Foot, married a
daulhter of Lord Arundel of War-
dour, and died in 1870
The above illustration was inad-
vertently omitted from a previous
al ticle on "When Newfoundland
Helpeld Save Canada,"-Editor.
One evening in London during the
blit,(-foland blackout made it diffi_
cult to recognize any one-Churchill
hailed a taxi and asked the driver
to lake him to BBC, where he was
seheduled to make a spHCh to the
world.
"Scrry, sir," said the driver, "you'U
h..ve to ,et }·our~1f another taxi; I
c.ln·t ao that far."
Chu'chlll was surprised and ask-
ed the driver why his field 01 opera-
tiolU was so limited.
"11 isn't ordinarily, ,ir," laid the
taxi driver. "bul Churchill ill broad-
castna in an hOl.r and I wants to
get home to hear him,"
Churchill wa3 so well pleased he
pulled out a pound note and handed
it to l'le driver. who took a quick
I oj( at It and said:
'''Op in, sir. T'hell with Churchill."
On April 7th we find recorded a
review ola book by Mr. P. H. Gosse.
The book is called '''nil.' NlItunlist
in Jamaica". Mr. Goae resided for
fevenl years in Carbonear and
wu a clerk to one of the establish-
ments there. Probably Slade &
Elson. He WI.! a frequent visitor to
this town. beina a friend of th'l
proprietor of the "Weekly Herald",
Mr. St. John: A son 01 this Mr.
Gosse was Librarian of the House
of Commons and a famous writer in
Jo:naland.
The Dr. Sterlina, earlier referred
to In this article, was one of the
town's leadina doctors in the early
forties. He resided where the
Presentation Convent stands today.
HI! also owned a larae plantation of
five acres on Harvey Street East
(oppollite the Lane known u Doc-
tor's Lane). He was a very thor-
c.uah business man, and had shares
in some of the seallna vessels of
Ihis port at that time. He was for
many years Chairman of the Board
of Commissioners of the Grammer
School. Of this school and of other
caucalional matters of that era. we
shall write in our next article.
GIVES YOU BOTH
•.Ii...i\f·ti!"U..M#,ii",
ALL IN ONE UNIT
Winter and Summer
SAVES AS MUCH AS
5150 pe.ye"
c.n ot Writ.
FOR FREE ESTIMATE
No obligltion
METRO DISTRIBUTORS
13 ALLANDALE ROAD ST. JOHN'S
'PIIONE 91810F or 80186
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SOIL SEARCHERS OF
THE LABRADOR
(From elL Oval)
Peter and Ellie Johnson of Mont~al spent
the summer collecting samples of northern soil
as part of their studies. Their t1.ndings about
the area'. history may provide clues for others
interested in future uses of the land. Here Mr.
Johnson describes last summer', trip.
OUR original plan called for Ellie and myself to leaveMontreal in mid·June to go to Webb', Bay (near
Nail'l) on the Labrador <:OlI.5t. There we were to litudy
,Iacial and marine deposits. Pack ice alona: the coast,
however. made it impoaible to land a float plane in
JUl}('.
On July 2 we flew to Goose Bay where we were met
by • Beaver ain:raft operated by the British Newfound-
land Corporation, a mining exploration (:Ompany pros-
pl:!cting for minerals in Labrador. They had kindly
olfered to provide us with air transport, and took UJ in
two hops to Nain, the centre of the Moravian Mission
on the Labrador coast. From there we sailed up to
Webb's Bay, unloaded our suppliell in a picturesque cove
at the foot of the mountains, waved good·bye and set up
camp near the shore.
Two days after we had established ourselves, one
of the Brinco's aircraft dropped in with more suppliell.
This was the last time we saw anybody until the third
week in September, when we were picked up to return
home.
Left to ourselves. we had a chance to reconnoiter.
Large patches of snow were slowly meltin,: away from
the hills above 300 feet, and ma5.SelI of pack ice were
still grinding through the channeb between the islands
to the east. Temperatures were in the 4(1'" and half
of the time we had rain or fog. It was a cold summer,
!"ut sometimes several eood days would come in succes-
sion and the bright sun would cause temperatures to
(Continued on Page 37)
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THE NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY
ANNOUNCES
A POETRY COMPETITION OPEN TO ANYONE
IN NEWFOUNDLAND
A QUARTERLY PRIZE OF $10.00
for the best poem submitted during the previous Quarter and
AN ANNUAL PRIZE OF $50.00 Cash
for the best poem submitted during the year
TilE RULES
I P"lI'm~ must bt: origil\.al and unpublished, and may
be Oil <til)' f;nbj~1
2 Ellln mn"t be ncaUy ..... rltten on one side of paper
onl)"
3. All entrant> must mclude a year's subscription to
the Quarterly and not more than two entries may be
ma '" b)" on' writer fur each quarter. The subscription
enlltl~ ~nlJ. tant to enter the four Quarterly competi.
tions. and all entrLt'!i are eligible for the Annual Award
4. All rlli:ht.~, ex«pt fll''S1 publication, remain the ex_
clUsIVe prope:'ty "f the writer
5. The publisher rL~rves the nghl to publish any
poem ~ubmitk'd 11\ thill contellt. whether it wins a pri:w
01 no\.
6. Th(' judges deelslon will be final and no corre,_
pondene.' can be entered into with regard to this con-
t('st 01 the dl'cision of the judges.
7, The judge. reserve the right to withhold the Quar-
terly prize, if 11\ thOI'Ll' opinion no poem qualifies for the
pnze
Her is a most enjoyable
and challenging Conlest
and you are cordially
i n v i led to participate.
There are no taboos as to
subjecl matter.
Send in your best poem
now. As a prize-winner
you me under no obliga-
tion to u&--excepl as laid
down in the rules.
The judges will consist of
three qualified, unbiased
persons.
This Contest is sponsored
by:
Harvey &- Co., Ltd.
The Royal Stores, Lid.
Gerald S. Doyle, Ltd.
I ENTRY COUPON
I The Contest Editor,
I Newfoundland Quarterly,
I P. O. Box E-5419,
I St. John's. Nfld.
I Sir, I am entering the Newfoundland Quarterly Poetry ContesL
I Enclosed is my one year's subscription
[ Name.._
I Addrll'$5.
I Please cheek one of these: My subscripllon is new r"]IMy subscription has expired, please renew il
L~:'~~d:'~s~~ri~~~~t~d_m:.~~r~t:n_o J
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THE ROVING NEWFOUNDLANDER
As I was sitlin, in my homestead one day while all
alone,
I was thinkin, of my countrymen and where they had
to roam,
From En,land to America, Australia and Japan,
Where'eT you '0 you'll surely find a man from New-
foundland
They're the pride of every country, good fortune on
them smile!
They climbed the heights 01 Alma, they crossed the
River Nile,
They sailed unto Vancouver, you'll find It on the roll,
And on the expedition went m~arest to the Pole.
Ws way out in South Africa where hogs they stand 50
hillh.
They used their IUruI and bayonets the Boers for to
destroy,
Where cannoll5 roar like thunder destruction on the
plain
You lION ot Tl":rTa Nova, you fou,ht for England's fame
'Turn Nelson at Tralal,ar the victory dId gain,
The Americ::ans fought the Spaniards for blowing up
the Maine;
She's sunk with all of her ,aU..nt crew. that gay and
gallant band.
They're slet'ping in their watery graves like sons of
Newfoundland.
They 5lliled the Mediterranean. I've heard the clergy
tell,
They went out into E(ypt, from that to Jacob's Well,
They've fished the Northern and Grand Banks from
every hole and knap,
They are the tyrant &Of the sea, they fulhed the Flemish
Cap.
And now my sone is ended, I think I've done quite well,
My birthplace and my station I'm trying for to tell.
I've spoke of every nation, I've freely won my race,
I am a Newfoundlander belongs to Harbour Grace.
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The tradition of composlne songs about local events is
still kept up in some partlll of Newfoundland and each
year brines a new crop of ballads about life in the out-
ports on the sealing expeditions, or in the lumber-
camps. Often a group of men lharing a common ex-
perience will spend an hilarious evening composing a
song about iI. each of them contributing a verse or two.
Or perhaps if one of the men is exceptionally gifted,
the job of comp()lling will be left to him.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
EXAMINATIONS
X I. A CA D EM I C
Grade XI Matriculation Requirements
IIlemorial University of Newfoundland
HEGl...NL...G SEPTE:U8ER 1958 IN ORDER TO BE i, The University re5t'rveo. the nght to retuS(' admis-
AD;\llTrED TO TUE (;NIVERSITY AS AN UNDER- ~Ion to any student
GRADVATE, THE FOLLOWISG COSDITIOSS FOR
MATRICVLATION I'IUST BE MET: CONDITIONS FOR JlOSOURS
candidates must be sixteen years of. age by the first
of July of the year In which they wish to enter the
University.
Candidates must have passed the Grade XI Public
Examinations in cach of six subjects as follows, with an
,lVcrage mark of not less than 55'70.
L English.
A. English Language. B. English LIterature
NOTE: Candidatl'S mu~t obtain not let.lo than 50'70 in
each section
Mathematics
History.
One of: Chemi.$try, PhYSICS, Bot<:n)", Geol"gy, Gen-
eral 5cien~
One of: French. German, Latin, Greeok, Speni$h.
Geography or Economics or another subject from
4 or 5 above
Note!
I. Candidates who have not taken the Grade XI Pub-
lic Examinations shall present certificates proving
that an equivalent degree of attainment has been
reached.
2 Candidates who wrote the Grade XI Public Ex-
aminations prior to June, 1938, ma~ present their
qualificatIOns for special consideration
3. As a scien~ is compulsory for first year students.
candidates are advised to choose if pouible one of
Chemistry, Physics, or Botany.
4 If candidatcs intend to include French and Latin
in their course they must if at all pclIMible have
passed Grade XI French and Latin respectively.
5. Candidates who Intend to take Pre.Medical or
~:~~;~~ f::u~d:rx.t.urf~ist~':~dv~::aebleis}~
candidates for the Pre·Medical course to take
Grade XI Latin, as this is required by mc.t univer-
Sities for a medical degree.
6 ~~in~ti~~~~~fth~ra~nse:e~r~;;;ns~j~bul~~i~~ e~i
those required for matriculation, and may reCuse
admission to any student failin,l:" to attain a siltis-
factory standard in these examlfiations.
A candidate who in the .amI' elCamisation obtain.!! 400
marks or over in si:l: subjects which satlsfy the _bonl
Matriculation requinments shall be awarded an Hon_
OUI1l Diploma.
Matrleulation Into Outside Universities
Candidates are advised 10 consult the particular Uni-
versity to ",:,hich entranc;:e IS to be sought before deciding
on the .subjects they will take in Grade XI.
Grade XI Pass Requirements
THE AnENTION 0'" TilE PU8L1C IS DRAWN TO
THE DIFFERENCE IN TilE REQUIRE.\lESTS (I) FOR
QUALIFYING FOR ENTRANCE TO UNIVERSITY AS
SET DOWN HERE IN TilE COLUMN TO THE LEFT
AND (%) FOR QUALIFYING FOR THE GRADE XI
DIPLOllA. THE PASS REQUIREMEl\"TS ARE GIVEl\'
8ELOW:
COSDITIOSS FOR PASSING
In order to obtain a Pass Diploma in Grade XI a can.
didate must score 50 per ~nt or over in
(a) Enalish (Engli~h Laniluage and English Liter-
ature).
The pass mark in English will be 50 I?C:r cent in
Language and Literature combined, WIth a score
of not less than 40 per cent in each of the two
papers.
(b) Each of FOUR other subjects from the following
llstofsubjeets:
SUBJECTS
I ~:t~~e~~~~)age l~. ~~~~isuy
2 Mathematics II. Botany
(Algebra, 12. General 5cien~
~€~~e~d I:· ~e:r;
Latin 18 Economics
Greek 17. Navigation
f'rench 18. Art
German 19 Music
Spanish
The maximum in each subject is 100 marks.
NOTE: The pass diploma is in the nature of a school
~da;;I~'o~e~~if~:lt;e:s~ty.Wlllnot qualify the holder for
F. W. ROWE.
Minister 01 Education.
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(Continued from Page 33)
soar to 80 delr~. flowe~ to bloom, slid mosquitoes
and black flies to hum.
During the summ('r we mapped about 200 square
miles of surficial dcposiu in several valley systems.
Smce we could not reach all of these from oW' base
camp, we used temporan" camps, and from dif'fen!nt
points along the coast which we crui!;ed in a canoe, we
went inland with. tent and a few supplies.
One of the pul"pO$('S of these triPS was to collect soi..!
samples from the deposits we ""ere mapping_ To do this
we used ~p made of elL polythene, which stood up
well to the rough handlin, they received when filled
with sand and cravel. We used the bap for other
things, too. They could be sealed and yet wefe strong
and of light wei,ht. They were therefore ideal for
packms the dehydrated foods on which we lived most
of the wmmer.
The Coast is wet during the summer, and mildew
can be a serious problem. The polythene bags ","pre
q;ain useful to preserve spare clothing until needed and
to protect films and note books from rain and the oc-
casional duckings we received in valley swamps. The
bags made fine lunch packets.
Our company consisted of woodmice, which used to
slide down our tent walls on moonlight nigh1$, a noisy
squirrel, se~'eral loons which cruISed regularly in front
of our camp, and for short periods other land and sea
birds. Black bean were numerous, but caribou and fox
.,.,. """'"'
Seals played in the water nearby early in the sum-
mer, and In the fall evenings we could hear them bark-
ing out in Ihe inlet. A few times we had larger visitors
-big whales which cruiSed just outside the boulder
barriers not 200 fe<!t from our camp. In general, though,
the wildlife proved to be friendly and curious neigh-
bours.
Early in September we had a long spell of good
weather during which we finished our mos I distant
work. After our return to base camp, the temperatures
startcd to drop below freezing every night, and we be-
gan to awaken to flnd snow on the ground. This was
our signal to get ready to lcavc. We packed our extra
gear, gave cach other haircut.s and prepared our de-
parture, On the day we were completing the last of
our planned observations, an aircraft came to pick us
up, and within the week were were "outside" again.
Of course we could not flnd out everything about
northern lOlls m one trip, so we are returning to con-
IInue the work-thiJI time with a grant from the Arctic
Institute of North America. It's a "real cool"-and
useful-way to spend the summer.
A boy was a witness, and the lawyer said: "Did any-
one tell you what to say in court?"
"Yes sir'"
"1 thought 50. Who was it?"
"My father, sir'
, And what did he tell you'"
"He said the lawyers would try to get me all tangled
up, but if I stuck to the truth J would be all right_"
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WHEN NFLD. HELPED SAVE CANADA
(Continued from page 201
cannon: 10 that I sincerely think we could not have
done without them, , , we had at that time not a
single soldier."
lond this man adds'
"on the J2th of November Col. MacLean arrived
with about 170 men of his regiment, and it Wall
lucky he did etc. etc. (Mist. Sec. Gen. Staff)
The enemy was well aware that help was comina: from
Newfoundland; for Arnold writes Montgomery: "I have
seen a friend who informs me a Frigate of 26 guns and
1wo transports arrived from St, John'l, Newfoundland
, I shall endeavour to cut their communications"
(Ibid)
MacLean eluded capture as Lieut-Col. Caldwell wrote
General Murray: ''MacLean from Sorel. . had been
obliged. to decamp with about 100 of his new corps of
emilrantl about 60 of the FusilieR ... and about
100 recruits which Malcolm Fraser and Captain
Campbell raised in Newfoundland and had just landed".
(Ibid)
Barring the Governor and Col. MacLean there were
plenty of defeatists in the city; and all able-bodied men
were sent out if they were not prepared to defend the
walls and ramparts. And we read a messqe from
Lieut. Gov. Cramake to the Earl of Dartmouth just be-
fore Fraser and Campbell got in from Newfoundland,
that: '"We have only about four score r«ruits of Col.
MacLean', Corps just arrived. from St. John'.. Irish
fishermen, unacquainted. with the use of arms, and
about five and twenty marines landed out of the "w-
ard", the rest are militia", (Ibid) The Lieut-Governor
though a fisherman could not use a gun; but the one
need there was a steady arm and a straijht shot. They
were drilled later in teams of "at ease", "shoulder
arms" etc
Wood speaks of "minor reinforcemenu also kept ar-
rivill&. veterans from the border settlements and 150
men from Newfoundland." Dr. Justin Smith speaks of
'fearless MacLean and some officers of hammered ,teeI:'
These veteran officers from the Royal Emigranu were
drawn on from other regiments: William Dunbar form
the 78th; George McDougall from the lWth; Malcolm
Fraser of Fraser', Highlanders, who had just got to
Quebec with his Newfoundland recruits (Keltie); Hugh
Fraser from the same corps; Daniel Robertson from the
42nd or Black Watch, etc. (Ibid)
Montgomery and Arnold were now closing in on
Quebec, but they had lost fully half their force in their
great trek. Their hardships were beyond description.
Joseph Ware', Journal says they had a Newfoundland
dog; but food became so scarce that it had to be kiUed
l!nd made IOto broth, adding:_"He was a large .. , dog
and very fat". Col. Porterfield says "they sacrificed
their dog for food"
They now reach the walls of Quebec, their caps bear-
ing the motto "Liberty or death." Amon,. their leaden
we notice Aaron Burr who became Vice-president of
the United States and who later killed Hamilton-next
to Washington-in a duel. There was Jacob ShaUus. a
quartermaster, whom the New York Congressman, Sol
Bloom, after a most thorough research, found was the
man who hand-wrote the Constitution as it originally
appeared. There was Montgomery himself who had
served. with Wolfe at Quebec in 1759.
The defences of the city had been thoroughly neg-
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lected for years. Wood says "they were in no state to
stand a seige". Up to November 20th MacLean could
write Lord Barrington: "Except for a few of my own
regiment and the seaman, I cannot get a man to re-
pair the works." (Hist. Sec. of Gen. Slarf) But Carleton
RICRARD iHO~T(;O)l~RY
P ...", aft .u...j.~ I. 'M J.h K_ R...._. e.I"',;."
·r....'. 1'.~lk LI~'.'r.
promptly called in all the scaling ladders outside the
town. (Bradley) That was offset by the enemy making
his own ladders.
Le Moine speaks ot a few stout characters as James
Thompson who:_
"While employed at thiS section of the work, a
company at artificers arrived from Halifax and an-
other company from Newfoundland joined me soon
after-windows were barricaded. leaving only loop
holes for Musketry".
:;nd Thompson adds:-"after completing the works of
defence, I with all my artificers were called upon to do
duty as soldiers and ordered to join Major John Nairn's
party as a Corps de Reserve." Such was the tuk set out
for these men with Thompson that he says: "I had to
mount picket with my artificers who were armed from
r:ine at night until daybreak and agam rt'Sumed our
I:.bours at the fortlfleationa."
Now comes the test of strength! The enemy ""ith
l/OTge forces ouuide and the s.mall garrison behind their
newly built walls and gun foundatiOns. The enemy
scorned thi.!!garri.!lon; for a Major of the Brigade spoke
of "the WT('tched garrison . conslStmg of sailors un-
acquainted with the use of arms. of citizens Incapable of
the soldier's duty and few miserable emigrants." (Mag.
of AmB. HIstory, Jan 19(5)
Their plan of one attackinJ one gate and the other
another, then both joinina: forees in a pmeer movement,
greatly miscarried. The night of attack-December
31st. (including January 1st) wu a fearful stormy one.
The falling snow wu thick, the wind hii;h, that at som~
of the dlStant posts neither the alarm bells nor drums
weT(' heard.
Malcolm Frll.5Cr of the Emigrants ran along St. Loui.!!
Street shouting "turn out" (lI1st. Sec. Gen. Staff).
Thompson fired at Arnold'. party and put the leader
out of action. Sergt. Hugh McQuarters, with one shnt
from a big gun, dropped Montgomery, hi.!! two aides and
a number of men dead among the heaps of snow. Mont-
gomery was brought into Quebec and buried. (Le
Monte)
Arnold's men were ~urrounded, cut olt by a well-
covered sortie from the Palace Gate (Diary of private
in Johnson's Company), as Wood says:
"Capt Lawes of the Royal Engineers and Capt.
M'Dougall of the Royal Emigrants with 120 men
cut through Palace Gate. . Took the enemy rear-
guard by complete surprise and captured them to a
man."
The private in Johnson's company says "They ack-
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nowledged they lost about 800 men and they are not
ch·en to exacguatint: their own losses"_ Bradley says:
"MacLean, who as second m command, should be some-
thlnt: of an authority, states 1ft a private letter that
they buried in all 2:0 men."
However, before it was an over, there was a serious
stl ugC1e around the second barrier (See picture, Paa:e 19,
of the enemy trying to get over the second barrier and
the Royal Emigrants lItanding firm) of which we shall
hear more later.
But the enemy still encamped out.ride the city while
1he garrison sat tight-not even removing their cloth-
ing for four months. Rumour spread fast from enemy
sources that the town WIUI taken. On April 19, 1776
CapLain Alex MacDonald wrote Col. MacLean from
Halifax: "If we could believe the reports trom t~c
Rebels, Quebec is taken and you arE' all prisoners, which
God forbid should turn out to be true," (~lcDonald·s
LeUer Book)
In May reinforcemenls arrived from England and
Governor Carleton took the oltensi\'e as Dr. I..ancetot
says:-
"Mardting out of the town to the hIStOriC Plains
of Abraham . , , Flyinc their standard blue with
red border the Royal Emigranb took the place of
honour and deploying formed the advance guard
under Nairn."
Jones speaks of "marching out of the Gates of St.
John and St. Louis in t.....o divisions, six columns deep
they formed in line of battle with the Royal Fus-
i1iers and Highland Emigrants on the right". Bradley
says "with MacLean second in Command the little
army extending itself acrO$S the plain made a noble
appearance."
There was no real battle to follow as the enemy Wati
then in a wretched condition with I/llal-pox thinninl
that: "Had it not been for the Highland EmJ.granls,
Quebec would have fallen, and had Quebec faUen,
British prestige west of the Atlantic would have ceased
to e¥JSt,"
Carleton to Lord George Germam on 14th May speaks
of "the artificers from Halifax and Newfoundland
!:hewed. great zeal and patience under very severe duty
and uncommon vigilance," (Hlst. See. Gen, Stalf)
And thus It was that Dr, Lanctot was able to lIS.y:
"Though unnoticed at the time, th(' Newfound·
land volunteers of 1775 made history .. In the
military annals of Newfoundland there is no more
inspiring page of patriotism, endurance and bravery
than this episode ,. They brought to Quebec oR
moral SIlpport and priceleSli reinforcement .
They came at a time when most desperately need-
ed, when a feather could have turned the scale and
meant the loss of Canada,"
(See here a photo of two plaques put in Quebec as
CiS a remembrance of this event.)
The KIDg, in London, through Lord Georee Ger-
main, wrote Governor Carleton March 28, 1776 thus:
''The defeat and repube . on the 3bt ~m-
ber, WIUI a great and happy event and I am com-
manded by the Kine to express to you the sense
His Majesty entertains of your services on that
important day, and of the services of all those
who distinguished themselves upon that occasion,"
(In Gen. Staff Hist. Sec.)
"Death makes no conquest of these conquerors,
For now they live in fame, though not in life"
Thanks again for many letters received. Personal
answer will come in due time
(To be contmued)
his ranks. Bradley says "a ceneral stampede at once
ensued. They left cannon, muskets, clothes. bread and
pork lyiDl in heaps on the eround."
Dr Lanctot, citmg MacLean says "I do say no troops
could have behaved better than my yount: men", The
oriaina' of this is found in a letter of Col MacLean 25th
May, 1776, where he adds:-"I will say that my regi-
ment did keep Quebec and preserve Canada." (Hlst.
Sec. Gen. Staff)
Captain R. E. Key of the York &< Lancaster Regi-
ment, the SUcct$Sion in army rolls of the old Royal
Emigrants is cited by Judge Patterson for the lItatement
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UN:p~~ ~I~~Ya~~a~Eta~;Utl:lda~~a~~e~y~e:::~~
the bogey in the general store, and the following is
typical of some of his stories
It seems that Uncle Billy went in duck hunting one
day and coming to a pond he saw a lot of ducks feeding
along the edge all around the pond. He looked at the
ducks and wondered how he was going to get them all
with one shot, so he glanced at the curve of the pond,
took his gun and bent the barrel to the contour of the
pond. and ficed. He says he killed every duck on that
pond .....I\h tha"t single shot, and not only that but he
killed two deer that had come t6 the pond for a drink.
He waded out to get the ducks and accidentally filled
his hip boots with water. When he got to share and
took them ofT to empty them he found he had two dozen
fine trout in his boots.
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"YE OLDEN TIMES IN CATALINA"
(Continued from paJe 11)
I...., every way at all timea. This applies equally to all
lrortl Ship-owner Captains themselves to the humblest
Ilsh spreader. This accounts too for the fact that, o~
the Bay of Trinity was fully occupied, it was theirs, and
for alwAy$. True. there were quarrels In plenty be-
tween themselves all down through the yean, but
trespassing by others from outside in this wondrous
II.shing ground was not tolerated by any of them, and
1.0 real attempt was t'ver made to do so. at leut up
!oj 17:10.
At Catalina, for example, while those old timeI1l
IIIl'ho dwelt on the East Side, viz Sheppard'. Point, seem
to have beeD left alone and their righu respected, in a
way, the .ship-ownera claimed and kept as their own all
com'enient landincs and good stations for their own
use. This included, in fact, the whole "'est and north
sIdes of the harbour, for they considered it was theirs
by right of occupation; theirs even abon any c1ainu
put forth by the Crown.
~re was a;ood Ils.hin, close to shore, and it was a
very proll.table bWlinesa, and there ..'as plenty of room
for flake and baWD, to that many a pound .sterling
reached the finge ... of His Majesty, and as ,old was
scarce about this time in England, money talked, so
that any quest, by any, involving the right. of the West
of England ship II.shermen was always settled in their
favour and this century saw few great changes, espec-
ially in regard to Catalina.
An Act of the Star Chamber in 1633, in re,ard to the
tishing in Newfoundland, established the fact that
there was a great competition BmODJ.i!lt the captains in
rt'a;ard to the fi.!ihing stations. The Act, insofar as the
Bay of Trinity was concerned,s~ the hands
of the ship fishermen cre-Uy and continued in force
for nigh one hundred yean. There could not, under the
ll....'. be an)' q~on as to the right of OlXupatien of
any fisbin,e room for the ....ason. The first ship to reach
the anchorage at Catalina made her c.ptain Admiral
of the Port for the voyqe, and it was he who ....ttled
questions which arl»ej the second ship'. captain was
Vice Admiral, and .a on. The say of lhe$e Captains
w.. II.naL
Some trouble seems to have started around about
16:10 in regard to land rights in the N.W. Arm. around
Salt Water Pond region. It is hard to know just what
did happen, but anyway for some reason Il.shermen
be,an to tish at Roaring Cove some half mile from the
harbour proper to the north-east. It was a ltation not
at all eood from any point of view, but here they were
not even allowed to llay for they were driven out and
their boats destroyed. Some thirty years qo, in 1920,
there wu a very dry .ummer around Catalina, and
Roarina; Cove Pond just back of the beach of the
Cove, went near dry. There is just a wide, almolIl
level beach between it and the sea and in bald weather
the fishermen wowd pull their boall ac~ the beach
into the pond for safety. This particular time the pond
\10'" to very low that the hulka; of Rveral fishing boau
which had been loaded with stone and lunk on the
bottom of the pond were plainly visible. The men of
Catalina wondered but knew not how or when it hap-
pened.
It is sure that the fishermen lettlerl were Dot
wanted in Catalina. For fifty years ItrenuoUll el'lorts
were made to plant ....tUe... in the Island. Guy, Cal-
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vert and others, even King James and the Bishops of
the Anglican Church tried to help, but not much came
of it all. Catalina kept on the even tenor of its way.
Every season produced good voyages. The salt fish
was easily turned into gold and not only Bristol and
the West of England prospered from it. Too, there was
j-ven in these early days goods to be bartered, even
before 1650, especially with the French and the Port-
uguese
Alter the tint of OCtober, Enghshmen who had been
cruising for Spanish gold came north to visit their
friends at Trinity, to trade gold, silver or goods for
\"Jhat they needed. What more converuent place than
Catalina to do this, and remember too that these
~rivaleers, or plCales, sometimes called, were mostly
men from Dorset or Devon; anyway real blood brothers
of those who stayed in Catalina over winter and could
rely on aU the help they could give. Too, don't forget
they were fi,htin, the Spaniards. The fishermen dis-
liked the Spaniard and all his ways. Anyway, Catalina
gnd the Bay of Trinity, through all these long, hard
eventful yean. was buildin, up England's economy
~Ieadily and surely and in this year of Grace, 1949, three
hundred years later, it .is hard to picture how small
and unimportant England truly was at that time.
Raleigh was right when he said the lou of the New-
(oundland fWung fleet at Ihis time would be a
catastrophe and mean the utter ruin of all England.
Also compare what happened down the yellnl from
1498 at Catalina with Virginia's costly attempt to
settlement and of Jamestown after two earlier attempts;
rjgh half of the settlers died the first winter.
At Plymouth. in 1620, (ourteen years later, no one
seems to have learned much, and again nigh half of th£
settlers died the first winter. No wonder that Balti·
more, Guy and others failed on Avalon, (or these
colonisu were not of the type to succeed by doing just
hard work instead of chasing some will-o'-the wisp
such as a crazy urge to find gold, for example, It.
Jamestown. A small river, on its sandy shore, bright,
shining bits of metal were found. Gold! was the cry.
Everyone went to work digging, washing. Soon a ship
was loaded and sent to England. What a disappoint-
ment! The whole cargo was not worth one shilling. The
same fiasco happened at Catalina in 1583. At a small
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cove on the north side of the harbour countless lumps
of shining metal embedded on its rocky shore. Then
li German miner in HaYell' ship said it was gold.
The cove was called "Gold Cove," now Jeane's Cove
A shipload of this was sent from there to England and
later found worthless, JUSt iron pyrite. When I was at
school at Catalina we called it "Catalina Stone" and
used the square blocks up to three inches in diameter
as paper weights.
But don't forget this: That while these attempts at
colonizing failed in Newfoundland through indifferent
leadership only a small percentage of the settlers ever
returned to England. Instead, they vanished in the
i'oods and around the shores, to reappear on the south
side of the Bay of Trinity, in particular Hant's Har-
bour, and even as far nOrth as Bonavista. The ship-
owners did not want them on the harbour land and
would not allow settlement where they could prevent it
FOr example, in Trinity and Catalina. But in the small
coves, where ships could not ride at anchor all sum-
mer, they did settle anyway, mostly in small groups in
~olated places away from the bie harbours. Yet they
kept in touch with the other small settlements by pdiu
along the shore, and by boat.
Here these men found a kind of freedom unknown in
England at that time. Here they could and did have a
place to live in, and it was thein. Plenty of good, rough
food to eat with no one to push them around. In sum-
mer they fished, curing their own catch, which was
easily traded in the fall and sprin, for all the country
could not ,ive them.
Displaced colonists were not all who settled here
Many who's heads were in danger fOr political n-uons
in Europe came. Many were reli,iow refugees-
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French. Irbh, Scots and Ena;lish. An faiths at dif-
ferent times came over; even priests as common
sailors came, and worked as fishermen, Catalina grew
but little; the iron hand of the ship-owners was too
heavy, and while the few settlen were tolerated, be-
cause they must, there would be no more than these.
The middle of the century came and passed, and I
now more changes. No Kina; no Star Chamber in Eng-
land It was Parliament and Cromwell now and a
determined effort wu made to curb the power of the
Bristolmen and encourage free settlement, particularly
In Trlmty Bay, their headquarters.. And so, in 1654,
some English settleri' came over, armed with Parlia-
mentary Grants. These men settled principUly in
Conception, Bonavista and Trmity Bays. But even this
move did not permanently loosen the grip of the ship-
('WOCrl', and big traders. and in Trinity and Catalina
their rule was to last for nigh another hundred years
for, on the accession of Charles II, who always was short
of money, anyway, ..old aCain tric:kled into his royal
palms from the bi.. men of the west, and again they
Y.'ere m the saddle. A little later, in 1665, a new re-
hgiow turmoil in England caused many to flee. This
time the Puritans were coming, and these men were
educated men who settled in the small settlements.
Somethin, else was happeninC. BuildIng up fast was
~ profitable free trade, not only between the English,
French and Portuguese as before, but ships were com-
ing now from the New England Colonies, trading
,rains, farm produce, salt meats and rum for gold coins
or salt fish. There Wa.!J more trade, especially in the
fall, by the raiders of the Spanish Main who came
in the late fan to refit and even to dispose of their
cargoes before returnml to Enlland. In both Catalina
and Trinity and elsewhere the big merchants of Bristol
and Poole and other Channel ports built their first ware-
houses and did business in trading the year around. It
was indeed a free trade which continued from 1650 for
l1igh a hundred years, There were no taxes or imposts
and it was a very profitable period for those concerned.
There is this, too. While we read of raids or pirates
on Conception Bay and other places, Trinity and Cata-
lina seem to have been free from all such, and at all
times,
And now a new century is drawing near. The way of
those on the East Point, the real settlers of Catalina, had
changed but httle m the past hundred years. But it
was different across the sea. In England again a violent
change ,and this time of Kings,
~fro/? VALU.rJ
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Black war clouds too were covering the skies. Be- ChHdren's WearlnQ Apparel, Piece Goods,
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this time. Now there was trouble aplenty for the ship- ea
(wnees, There would be raids by the Freneh ships t
(.on the smaller flshmg ports, and on the ships crossing P.£t4
the Atlantic, east and west. D~~.&..u
But fortunately the war .....as a short one. The Treaty ~ ... ~ ". 't'
of Ryswick, in 1697, broucht the war to a dose. For this -
Treaty straightened out some of the relations of the
French and the English mteresu in regard to the fishing.
(To be continued)
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DEPARTMENT OF PROVINCIAL AFFAIRS
A CIVIL V£loENCE ORGANIZATION IS NECESSARl'
FOR NEWFOUNDLAND
Considerable cootroversy has arisen with respect to the IM..'CeSSity of tht.°
establishment of a competent, efficient and aggressive Civil Defence Force 10
protect the Island of Newfoundland, DOt alone in time of war but alWi in tim!'
of peace.
Is a Civil Defenct: Orgauization necessary you may ask? Well, IS Life
Insuraooe necessary? Is Fire Insurance necessary? You will aU agree that both
these things are necessary to protect the Social and Economic Ji£e oi the Nation.
You cannot disagree. Therefore, is it not logical that a Civil Defence Organiza-
tion is just as essential in order to safeguard the lives and property of the people
of the Island-particularly the people of the City of St. John's, which is a greater
hazard, both from the point of view of enemy attack or any other Civil Disaster,
,ueh as Fire or Flood.
It is es~clltial that our Citizens and our people generally awake from their
itpathctic frame of mind before it is too late. Do not leave the job to Civil
Defence to the other fellow. Your services are required also. \Ve Jlct'(\ additiollal
Volunl(.ocr Fire Fighters as well as Volunteer Civil Defence Police. Th<'se Vol-
unteers 1I(.'(.'<!s tmining. We have classes in training two or three times weekI}
It will be too late when the enemy strikes in the fonn of Air or Sea attack
to usk where is our Civil Defence Force. Why not enlarge its mnks now? Why
not enlist immediately in one of the services? You owe it to NewfOllndL1nd. Your
~crvices are required. The situation is critical. JOIN THE CIVIL DEFENCE
OBGANIZATION WITHOUT DELAY HELP PROTECf AND SAVE 'EW
FOUNDLAND
PETER J CASHIl\',
Director of Civil D('fl'''(''
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THE GREENSPOND SAGA
(Contmued from rmge 8)
Squires, P,C., K.C.M,G., L.L,D., three times Premier of
Newfoundland. Now of the legal firm of same names,
she is Election Commissioner for St. John's East.
Of the Church of England teacher$ the earlier out·
sundmg ones were Mr. Randell, Mr. W, G. Payne and
Mr. Solomon Samson (See photo here of Mr. Samson
taken some yeau .go.)
••• 801.0110S BAM.!ION
But It IS with keen pf'l'$Onal regret that I read Mr.
Sam$On's passmg on In February of Ihis year. In re-
cording Mr. Samson', passing I have press notice from
Bonavista that:_
''There paSlied way at St, John's, Febwary 14,
Solomon Samson. Born at Flat Island, Bonavista
Bay, he was educated at the Anglican School there
and later attended college ilt St. John's. He taught
school at Pouch Cove. ROlle Blanche, Catalina and
Greenspond."
"He chose politics for a career in the days of
Sir William Coaker and was successful in belfig
elected as member for Twillingate Entered the
services of H.M. Customs, which position he held
until his retirement."'
In his teachmg days in Greenspond he was truly un-
selfish. Forced to go to work before I was thirteen
~ears old, Mr, Samson took me in hand and through
night study and instruction from him Jfi his then home
(the old Humphrt:y mansion "down the harbour") I
l)h.S!led through all grades; only taking time off frofT!
work to write the examination papers (for four years).
Mr. Samson had me interested in my favourite subject
of history, I always came off with honours in that
~ubject and It IS now paymg me dividends.
True to Newfoundland'il tradition as a poetic country
Mr. Samson put out a volume of his poetry one of which
appeared in the Newfoundland Quarterly for June 1954
under name of "SS" Wrting me at that time he says
"You will be >urprlsed, no doubt, to find me bud-
dmg out mlo poetry at this late date .. on the ad-
via- of SOme of my friends I have collected a
'f'" _.Iy _ .......
pM...r ......._.r
.Io<-C-.....sa.-~H
.....~ ..u.an. I. c...
H _ 0"'"
.10< .- .
~.::."~:.=~~
... _ .. c............
few of my wrltmp dUring the years and had the
printer put them up Jfi book form. Enclosed is a
complimentary copy to you."
His poem of 1954 is an epic of the north, centering
around Ihat great character down that way, namely
Captam John Blackmore, Capl. Blackmore was no
ordinary man ashore or at sea, We read In the London
Times of Jan, 10, 1933 thal:-"'The Newfoundland Gov-
ernment have decided 10 $end two fishery experts (one
was Capt. Blackmore) ,to the Mediterranean and
afterwards 10 Norway and Holland."
Let us quote very briefly from a great epic (17 verses)
ef Bonavista Bay called: "The Sinklnr of the New_
foundlander" by Solomon Samson. Thus:_
"We have bred many seamen bold,
Brave captains by the score,
~nd ranking with the best of them
[~ Captain John Blackmore ,,"
"He lost her (the J. H, Blackmore) on a sealing trip
Near Elliston's rough .<hore;
He with his men they scaled the chffs
And reached their homes once more.
"And so thiS spring, he sailed again
On his ship "Newfoundland"
Only to lose his ship once more
And have 10 walk to land ..~
"For his ship was caught in rafting ice
On Ihe morn of Patrick's Day,
With se\'en thousand young harp seals,
Crushed-on the bottom lay •• ~
"Yet when he reaches his home port
Despite his loss, meanwhile,
He will remain undaunted, cllm.
And creet you with a IImile
"
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In Me.morlam
It 11 with deep "personal re.ret that I record the
PQSln, away of Frank White in Brooklyn, New York.,
Con June 24th. Formerly a teacher in Newfoundland-
II product of Mr. Crummey-he went overseas in the
Royal Newfoundland Rfoeiment, World Wu L During
the Ireat conflict around Armentlern he was badly
.'ouRded from which he never fully recovered. FTank
"'as at Otis time orderly or aide to one of the Captain
Randell'. who was killed in action at this time. He
married Nurse 1'T'emills, who also bore her honollni!d
part durin, the war and after.
Safely, safely gathered in .
Passed beyond all grief and pain .
No better epitaph can be found as a closing tribute
1.0 the teachers of Greenspond _ named. and unnamed
-male and female-who stayed in Greenspond to teach
or went out to st'rve all over Newfoundland, than In
the lines of that flne Scottish poet and prose writer,
Alexander Wilson (1766-1813) thus:
"Of all prof~lons that this world has known,-
From humble cobblers upwards to the throne,
From the great architects of Greece and Rome
Down to the maker of a farthing broom,-"
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'"The wont for care and undeserved abuse,
The first in real dilll1ty and we
(If kind to teach and dm,ent to rule),
Is the learned Master of a little school."
244 Water St. St. John',
"For that ,ood man, who, faithful to his char,e,
Still toils the op'ning Reason to enlar,e,
And leadA the ,rowing mind throu,h every stage,
From humbler A.B.C. to God's own paJe,"-
"Pours o'er the mind a flood of mental l.i&ht,
Till Earth's remotest bounds, and Heaven'. bright train,
ExpandA its wings, and gives it power for f1iaht,
Are trac'd, weigh'd, measur'd, pictur'd, and explain'd
"Great God! who knows the unremittlne care
And deep solicitude that teachers share,
If such our fate by Thy divine control,
o give us health end fortitude of soul,
(To be continued)
ONCE IN A SAINTLY PASSION
James Thompson
Once in a saintly passion
I cried with desperate ariel,
"0 Lord, my head is black with lUlie,
Of sinners I am chief."
Then stooped my CUardian anael
And whispered from behind,
'Vanity, my little man,
You're nOlhlng of the kind.."
BUY YOUR FAMILY
MEMORIAL
AT
MUIR'S MARBLE WORKS
LIMITED
51. John',
QUEEN CIiRISTL....A OF SWEDEN SAID IT
I love men, not because they are men, but becal13e
they are not women.
Since 1842
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CANADA PACKERS
-LIMITED -
Jim spoke quietly, "Burned up with ..It. Who's
vour salter?"
"J am."
"You'll have to chanie jobl.," said Jim. '"Try splittin'
'em next year. The splitter you got now is no good
either. Look at this round-tail. See what J mean?"
That was when Bill let out an oath and strock him, a
hard blow that caulht him on the shoulder and spun
him around.
Jim kicked the cullinl board out of his way, parried
Pratt's nex-t righthander and drove a hard left to the
midsection that doubled BiU over. He smashed a right
to the jaw and felt a fierce joy thrill through him as the
hard bone tore the skin from his knuckles. This
was it. The end of his culling job ...as in sight but he'd
have ..titaclion in physical combat it that's what they
wanted. All his emotional turmoil was finding an out-
I.L
Meanwhile work on the wharf had stopped. Harry
Bolton tried to ,et between the two but Bill Pratt
toued him into the cullage pile. Nobody ~ inleT·
h.red as the two battled It out. Jim found himself on
his back with his opponent lmeelinl astride him and
thick fingers reachin, for ha throat. Desperately he
drew up his knees and kicked his attacker free of him.
Falling backwards, Bill knocked over young Harve Jen-
roings who had ventured too near, yelling frenzied
advice to both fighters. Jim waited for Bill to get up.
He did and came charlina: with head lowered. They
were near the edle of the wh.arf and as Jim neatly
sidestepped, Bill made a bil hole in the water.
Not being able to prim a stroke he came up pretty
lrightened and one of his buddies threw him a rope_
THE CULLING BOARD
(Continued from page 6)
lonely .troll around by Green Cove head. She seemed
to be enjoyina: her.elf without him, 10 let somebody
else _ her home. He lit his pipe, sat down on a big
boulder and lilitened to the roar of the surf against the
foot of the cliffs below Yes. maybe he shouldn't have
taken this job. Maybe he was too young and in-
experienced lilte Mark did. The way things were
going now, it looked like Mr. Stone would fire him any-
"'&y, if he kept turnilll away dealen like Ned Perry.
Better get out beJore that happened. Go to Stone and
admit he couldn't handle it. But then he remembered
that day in the omce ....hen the manager bad asked him
to take on the work.. ~I want a man of guts and de-
cision, somebody that I can depend on to U$e hi!I own
mind without running to me or anybody else to back
bim up." Jim picked up • pebble and tossed it over
the edle of the cliff, heard It strike a few times and
plop mto the lea. Under the fall moon he watched the
oncomm, swells, poundinr, pounding against the gran-
ite headland. Plenty of strenrth then!. No question
of livinr up the struule. Well, he'd give it one more
<ry.
NeEt mOrmnl there wu only one boatload of fish at
the room wharf when Jim took his place at the c:ulling
board There wu no u.n of Han-y Bolton until around
ten o'clock and he looked pretty seedy Jim noticed
when he did tum up. There was another skilfload
alOlljlside by OIlat time so it pulled in where Bolton's
board was set up. The fishermen couldn't choose their
own culler. If there were more than one man culling,
they ,ot whichever one happened to be free when they
anwed with their fish. That was why when Bill
Pratt's big white motorboat shot off and pulled in
alongside around eleven o'clock Jim was free to grade
the cargo. He rather relished the situation.
"Well, well, well," Jim greeted him, "if it .isn't my
friend who makes the jokes."
Bill didn't answer him. He jumped up on the wharl
and strolled over to where Harry Bolton was culling.
Jim saw the two talkini with violent gestures and
guessed what it was about. Pratt wanted Harry to
change places wilh Jim so that Bolton could be his cul-
ler. That would be too barefaced, Jim knew. The
lIshermen a~pted the system whereby each fish owner
got the culler that was free at the time, but they
wouldn't stand for any switching of cullers. Bill Pratt
wasn't pleased as he put the first yaffel of fish on the
board before Jim.
'"This is iood No. I fish," he said. "You haven't seen
any better this fall."
Jim started picking them over. Four of the ten fish
or so in the first armload he threw out as No.2. They
were too salty. He said nothing. If Bill wanted
trouble he'd have to start it. But he'd arade the fish the
..me as anybody ellie'S. As the fish came up to him
the quality got worse. Some of it was sunburnt, some
dun, with brown discolouring patches caused by bad
curinl weather. The piles of No.2 and cullage got big-
ler. Twice Bill protested and each time Jim could
feel his blood healing but he just motioned to the other
to keep the fish comin,. Not yet had he learned to joke
and make small talk to ease the ternion between ship-
per and culler the way Han-y Bolton did Jim doubted
if he'd ever ,et the knack of that.
''What's wrolljl with that one?" demanded Pratt.
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They pulled him aboard one of the boats. Just then
the store bell rang to announce dinnertime and end
the tight. There wasn't much ginger left in Bill Pratt
!,y then. He was ~plltinlll: too much salt water.
Jim went home to dinner pretty thoughtful After
lunch he came back and went in lo see Mr Slone.
Ili1 employer greeted him with a sly grin
"Well Jim, I hear there's been a bit of excitement
down on the wharf"
"Yes sir," Jim admitted. "I IuId a little trouble with
Pratt And that's what I want to see you about. I
don't want to stay on."
Mr. Stone showed his disappomtment "Why Jim.
clon', give up now, What"s your rea"m for leavmg....
"I IUe. r,"C made a mea of it sir. I'n' turned some
of your deale" away. And now this fight will givt, the
place a bad IUImc." He dldn" mention the way things
were bet\~"e<'n him and Mary
"My bo)', if that's the way you're thinlung, forget it,
What I want is a culler with backbone. Things were
gettmg too ,Ioppy around hen. Don't worry about the
cealers. For e\'ery one who goes because he feels
the cull is too strict, there'll be two new ones when
they feel that everyone is going to eet the same treat-
ment, With no fear or favour shown, That's my ex-
perience. Come here, let me show you something" He
led Jim to the olllee window overlooking the whllTf
There were ten or twelve ,kiffloads of tLsh lined up.
"Let's go down and look around," said Stone
As Jim came on the wharf a deep shout went up
from the men
"Hey Mr, Stone, ",ou'll have to raise his wages.
You've got a culler that can fight too:'
"Anybody that can take on Bill Pratt can cull my
fish."
'"The way I tlgger it," bawled Darius Keating, "any-
!hmg I lose on the strict cull I'll gain in free enter-
tainment ..
Even Harry Bolton was a little more sociable. "Jim,"
he said, "you iot courage. By the way, Mary wants you
tc call after supper."
Jim took his place behind the culling board.
"Let's go, boys First man here take his turn and
haul in alongside."
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40TII ANNIVERSARY
By PAUL EMBERLEY
This OC'C8'lion is happy but a tiny bit sad,
If you could stay longer we all would be glad.
We're very muth pleased to have you in our midst,
We t('nsider you Sailors on the Emberley ship.
To you-Unde Jatob you have a swell wife,
Devoted and loyal addina much to your life.
Your joys and your sorrows I feel she will share,
And fQl' you Uncle Jacob ~he C4?rtainly cares
To you-Auntie Ethel feel rt'Spected you tan,
for the pers"n you love and you eaU "Hubby man.h
He's scrond to none, he is happy and true
And the one wry pertOn meant only for you.
To you both_now as one linked toaether in Love,
Be as dose as the 'Leaf and the graceful White Dove "
Ym.r Llfe has been happy and I t.ru.st it ,'ill still
Just as muth as the day when you both !laid '" Will:'
Forty )'ean of atfec:ti"n, forty years wedded bliss,
May God grant you Peate and such thinp 8'l you wish
May Hu Love and Protec:tlon be strewn in your Way,
And the Mxt forty years u your first Wedding Day
From-t.....o loving Slllters named ~ie and Jane,
The one and the other who mean just the !iame.
Goes a wish for "Plain sailing" and "Calm" all the way
Exactly as this Anniversary Day
From-the Boys and the Girls of the "Emberley" crew,
From the "Barretu" so dosely related to you.
We all join lOaether and think it just nice
In wishing you good things the rest of your life.
In short you ..... iIl leave us and be on your way,
To a neat lillie COHage for a much longer stay.
May your travel be perfect-Vou won't be alone,
And may Providente lead you and take you safe home.
This message is tlosing with a note of sad tone,
We wish Bay de Verde just could be the one Home.
Where the Pynns and the Banetts, the Emberleys too
Could all live together as one happy crew.
But as lhis cannOl happen you must go away,
We will think of you always as passes each day.
Though mil in the distance you and I will divide
May God span the space and remain at your side
The above poem was wrilten on the occasion of the
40th Wedding Anniversary of Mr, and Mrs, Jacob Pynn
by Paul Emberley of Bay de Verde, when they were
on a visit "home" in September, after 27 yeaTs absente
Mrs. Pynn was born in Ena1and and Mr. Pynn at New
Melbourne, Trinity Bay. The Quarterly extends to
them befit wishes for many more happy anniversaries
The clock of life is wound but once
And no one has the power
To tell you when the hands will stop
At late or early hour.
~~~\~'~'"
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Now is the only urnI' you have
Live, love, toil With a will;
Place no faith in tomorrow, for
The clock may then be still,
-Sel.
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U!\'TIL
By FREDERICK BREWER
The sun'. warm rays are never missed
Until the day ill done;
We never miss: the sweetest rose
Until the .ummer's gone.
We never miss the robin's song
Until he'. fiown away;
We never miss the bright, blue skiC!l
Until they turn to gray.
We ne\'er miss the clearest star
Untll a cloud appears,
Nor millis somebody's loving smile
Until it'. time for tears..
We never miss our friends, it seems,
Until we're old and gray;
roTor do we miss a kindred soul
Until It's called away,
True value lies not in the things
That make for pomp and power,
But in the treasures God bestows
Upon us, every hour.
THE POSTMAN KNOCKS
SI I enjoyed this most r«"enl edition. K~p up the
; work.
-Dr. 1.. J. J Montreal
Sir-Just a few lines to make )"OU aware of a recent
,hange In my address. I am lOOkinl forward to the
,'txt issue as 1 find the readine in your Quarterly most
interesting and infonnative. Thanks for information
on Newfoundland Historical Soc:iety. I intend to be-
come a member. I look forward to coming to )"our
island soon, but unfortunately not soon enough.
....
Sir_We had another lovely picnic and I met a man
with whom I attended school in Little Bay Mines;
knew him quite well. How well I remember the late
springs in Newfoundland. I listened to a radio broad-
cast lind heard that there were numerous icebergs
"rr the coast of Labrador. Those things remind me of
my youth back there. Believe me, a cool breeze from
the old bay would be a relief right now.
Beside the Newfoundland Club Picnic, I attended a
Church Service in Santa Anna at the Rev. Garland's
Presbyterian Church on Sunday, June 16th, It was
wonderful to be able to worship with so many New-
foundlanders.. Guess I should say ''Canadians'' now.
I would love to see the old land asain. Kindly renew
my subscTiption.
Thanks Mrs. Pierce for your nice chatt}' letter
PINSENT cmd ADAMS
Barn..-tef5 cmd SoUdtof5
Royal Bank Chambef5 St. John'.
Barriste,., Solldtors, Notarie.
SQUIRES, SAUNDERS gnd CAREW
203 Water 51. P.O. Box 123 St. John'.
Su- ·As a Newfoundlander it ill a sreat joy to receive
r.nd read the Quarterly. I taught school there plus the
Ministry for 15 }-ears. Last autumn I had the privilege
to \'isit there on the occasion of Canon Meaden's Con-
M'Crition as Bishop of Newfoundland I went ll!!I Bishop
Loring's Chaplain-the tint time an American Episcopal
Bishop visited there in an official capacity and to take a
nati\'e Newfoundlander with him as Chaplain was
1.Jr,lque.
Wishing the Quarterly every success.
-(Rev,) W, E, B" Calais, Maine.
LEE and MARTIN
Chartered. Accountants
198 Water Street St. John'.
Barrislef5, Solldtors, Notarie.
EMERSON, STIRLING and HIGGINS
COURAGE cmd GREEN
Bcmialef5 and Solidtors
Phone 108t· 9 P.O, Box E5189
8 Klnq". Road. St. John'.
P, F, COllINS
Customs Broker
All typM of Customs Wot'k
St. John'.
Duckworth Stt.et
St. John'.
Cabol BldO'
283 Duckworth Street
Sir-We are very pleased to buy another Subscrip-
t:on, We and our friends are very interested in your
I>aper and read it with great interest,
It has been 48 years since I lefl Newfoundland;
Alexander Bay, Bonavista Bay and when I read your
articles it brings back pleasant memories of my home
there. I paid a visit to Newfoundland three years ago
f<nd plan to go again in 1958.
-D. G, B., Vancouver, B.C.
An Enslish Minister-he was a Chaplain with the
Newfoundland Regiment for lOme little time, used to
teU of a rather tinUd and nervous young fellow who
brou,ht his demure young lady to the Church "for
matrimonial purposes.."
"A~rdin, to my usuaJ. custom," the Clergyman said,
"I turned to the bridegroom at a certain part of the
ceremony, and said: "John, this is your lawfully wedded
wife." In the excitement of the occasion, John turned
quickly in the direction of his newly acquired bride,
and stammered: ''Pleased to meet you."
CONSTANTINE CANADIAN SERVICES
M V AVONWOOD MfV TEESWOOD
BUlLDrNG SUPPLIES
MURRAY'S ROOFING
loll Idndsl
RItqU1Q1' Direct SaUInqs Betw..P
HAMILTON, TORONTO, MONTREAL
ST. JOHN'S and CORNER BROOK
NI.WFOUNDLAND FORWARDERS
POOL CAR SERVICE
Direct Rapid SaUinqs Ex.
GREAT LAIES and MONTREAL
Al Low Pool Car Ral..
MURRAY AGENCIES & TRANSPORT
CO., LTO.. Agents
SL John'.
aloe
DOORS - PLYWOOD
CUlod all bulldlnQ' mmllrlal
ENGINE DEPARTMENT
PETTER UGHTING PLANTS
DRAIN PIPE
COPPER TUBING
and a fuIllinll of all Macl1lJlII'Y'
Supplies and RlU,pQ'.
SCALES
SAWS
A.H. MURRAY & COMPANY, LTD
SI. John's
LAN/)?
40V£R
The Go Anywhere
Vehicle
For Demonstration and PriCII Contact
ADELAIDE MOTORS, LIMITED
P. O. BOX 996 ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. PRONE 4015-6-1
rlijiiii~~~!;~ Save On A Kenmore Automatic
Space Heater
A full size 66,000 BTU input oil heater that
heats 3 to S rooms at a price other manu-
facturers charge for smaller heatt.:rs good for
only 1 to 3 rooms. Designed to give you de-
pendable, eeonomical heat. Constant level
valve for oil control and automatic draft
control help cut fuel costs. With a heat
miser flue bamI', you gel more heat in
your rooms . . . less escapes up the chim_
ney. For. all your heating needs shop and
save at Slmpsons-Scars.
l_:~l~!!!~~~~~:J~5.00 DOWN$5.00 M NTHLY $92.95
Kenmore Circulatinr
Oil Heater
A smartly ~tyled unit designed to
give you greatest fuel economy. It
has a "Heat Miser" flue baffle and a
The~mo-Zone burner ring for top
efficiency at all settmgs. 53.000 BTU
output.
(he;:! .• 1 to 3 average rooms)
CSA approved.
$5.00 DOWN
$5.00 MONTHLY
Dial 5011·
80602
170 Water St.
St. John's
$76.95 1
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